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COVER RATIONALE

We have adopted a minimalistic approach
for the cover of our Annual Report and
Sustainability Report to represent the new
chapter in our Company’s journey following
the completion of our first 100 years of
operations in 2017. We are at present a
“clean slate” where the vibrant possibilities
of the future remain to be written. In the
background are icons denoting the legacy
that we carry with us – proud achievements
that have made us who we are today. At
the bottom of the cover, supporting our
enterprise, are our commitments that guide
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2016
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our enterprise in stepping forward into a new
beginning.

- ABOUT THIS REPORT -

This is UMW Holdings Berhad’s (“UMW”) inaugural standalone
sustainability report prepared in accordance to the Global Reporting
Initiative’s G4 (“GRI-G4”) guidelines. We have also adhered to the
guidelines provided by Bursa Malaysia Berhad to meet the specified
listing requirements. This report should be read together with our
Annual Report 2016 to obtain a comprehensive picture of our
organisation’s financial and non-financial performance.
As the Group has only just embarked on its transformation of
formalising its sustainability practices, readers should be aware
that our sustainability framework remains a work in progress. UMW
recognises that sustainability is an iterative and continual process,
and future reports will improve on areas including performance
targets and achievements.

CORE BUSINESS

M ANUFAC TURING
& ENGINEERING
• Manufacturing
• Distribution

SCOPE OF THE REPORT
Our inaugural Sustainability Report provides detailed disclosures
of our management of sustainability risks and opportunities in
the areas of Economic, Environment and Social (“EES”). It also
identifies the Group’s material sustainability issues as well as
stakeholders with direct or indirect interest in our Company and our
Company’s activities. Our materiality assessment and stakeholder
identification and engagement processes are specified in full in the
following sections of this report. In terms of the GRI-G4 guidelines,
our Sustainability Report 2016 addresses 20 material aspects. This
report has been prepared accordingly to the “In Accordance” – Core
option as provided by the GRI guidelines.
REPORT BOUNDARY
The coverage scope of this report is limited to our core businesses
located in Malaysia where the Group holds management control.
All four of our business divisions – Automotive, Equipment,
Manufacturing & Engineering, and Oil & Gas* – are covered
under this report. We may expand our sustainability reporting to
encompass the activities of our foreign units in future reports.
REPORTING THIS YEAR –
MALAYSIAN – BASED SUBSIDIARY ONLY
CORE BUSINESS

AUTOMOTIVE

EQUIPMENT

•
•
•
•

• Distribution
• Trading
• After sales service

Distribution
Assembly
Manufacture
Sales & Service

OIL & GAS
•
•
•
•

Drilling operations
Oilfield services
Manufacturing
Trading

*NB:
This Sustainability Report covers material issues and aspects from a Group perspective and
reports on performance indicators that are common in all our business units. While the Oil &
Gas Division reports on some of these indicators, which have been disclosed where applicable,
the unique nature of the oil and gas industry sets it apart from our other business divisions.
Our Oil & Gas listed unit, namely UMW Oil & Gas Corporation Berhad, publishes its own
Sustainability Report containing markers specific to its industry. This report is available at
http://www.umw-oilgas.com

FORWARD - LOOKING STATEMENTS
This report contains forward-looking statements characterised by
the use of words and phrases such as “might”, “forecast”, “anticipate”,
“project”, “may”, “believe”, “predict”, “expect”, “continue”, “will”,
“estimate”, “target”, and other similar expressions. As the business
environment is constantly changing, all forward-looking statements
are subject to uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
from those reflected in them.
FEEDBACK AND COMMENTS
We encourage readers to tell us your views on our approach to
sustainability and to make suggestions for the development of our
sustainability efforts and programmes. Comments and suggestions
can be directed to:
S. VIKNESHWARAN
Head – Investor, Media Relations & Sustainability
UMW Corporation Sdn Bhd
10, Jalan Utas 15/7,
40915, Shah Alam,
Selangor Darul Ehsan,
Malaysia.
Email: vikneshwaran.s@umw.com.my
Telephone: +603 5163 5000
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- GROUP CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE -

At UMW, we have always held that business sustainability must be
viewed holistically and understood beyond financial viewpoints to
more accurately reflect our prospects as a value creator.

TO OUR VALUED STAKEHOLDERS,
We are operating in an environment
that has become ever more volatile and
uncertain over the last decades. The world
has experienced a number of systemic
challenges ranging from financial crisis to
climate change that have irrevocably altered
our understanding of the fundamental and
foundational order of the domain we live in.
It has become increasingly evident that we,
as business owners and operators, have not
been unaffected by these disruptions and
that business sustainability must evolve
beyond only financial considerations.

provided by the United Nations’ Brundtland
Commission, which defines sustainable
development as development that
meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability to meet the
needs of the future. Our inherent duty,
therefore, is to manage development
sustainably without narrowing or limiting
choices in the future, and this requires a
deep understanding and acceptance of
sustainability beyond financial profitability.

At the root of these issues is the accelerated
pace of human consumption, which is
demanding more and more from our
resources, environment and society. We
must bear in mind that there are presently
seven billion people on the planet, each of
whom aspires for a better quality of life and
is consuming resources at an increased rate
as they strive to reach their desired goal.
But resources, natural or otherwise, are
finite and thus cannot sustain unfettered
consumption indefinitely.

At UMW, we have always held that business
sustainability must be viewed holistically
and understood beyond financial viewpoints
to more accurately reflect our prospects as
a value creator. Partnerships with world
leaders in sustainability issues such as
Toyota Motor Corporation have been
invaluable in developing our capabilities in
this area and in expanding our perspectives
on the nature of sustainability. These
lessons have been incorporated into our
operations over the past century, creating a
strong platform for our future sustainability
goals.

It is evident that the sustainability agenda
affects businesses such as ours as well.
Businesses must understand the finitude
of resources and reconsider what
sustainability and sustainable development
means to them. A benchmark definition is

Our sustainability strategy is built on the
theme of excellence in terms of enhancing
capabilities, introducing innovation and
managing the resources, environment and
society around us. The focus on excellence
means that we seek to improve our products
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and services by continuous human capital
development, emphasis on technological
capabilities and process excellence. We
are wholly focused on creating value and
strive to remain relevant by proactively
addressing and managing the economic,
environmental and social impact of our
businesses and, above all, we aspire to be a
responsible and respected corporate citizen
in the communities where we are present.
On behalf of the Board, I am pleased to
present UMW’s inaugural Sustainability
Report. This report provides an overview
of our sustainability journey and staunch
passion and commitment towards building
sustainable business practices. The
sustainability strategy is in line with our
Beyond Boundaries commitment, which
calls for the elimination of all barriers to our
continued growth as an industry leader.
Thank you.

TAN SRI DATO’ SRI HAMAD KAMA
PIAH BIN CHE OTHMAN
Group Chairman

- GROUP CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE -

TAN SRI DATO’
SRI HAMAD
KAMA PIAH BIN
CHE OTHMAN
Group Chairman
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- PRESIDENT AND GROUP CEO’S MESSAGE -

BADRUL FEISAL BIN
ABDUL RAHIM
President &
Group CEO
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- PRESIDENT AND GROUP CEO’S MESSAGE -

To Our Valued Stakeholders,
I am pleased to present the Group’s inaugural Sustainability Report for the financial year ended 2016. The report represents a
proud milestone for the Group, marking the end of the first year where we embarked on the formal process of disclosing our
sustainability strategy in line with regulatory requirements and best practices. Our objective is to use this systematic report as
a catalyst to propel us towards the goal of excelling in all that we do, and thus creating a platform for UMW to continue on the
path of success that we have achieved over the past 100 years.

Staunch commitment to excellence has
long been a part of the UMW culture, which
continually seeks to build capabilities,
enhance stakeholder value and inculcate
innovation. The sustainability element
encompasses and accentuates these
initiatives by framing the broader question
of how the Group’s corporate values
can sustainably address and manage the
economic, environmental and societal
issues related to our businesses.
OUR SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
The goal of our sustainability strategy is
to ensure that we identify all our relevant
stakeholders, our EES material issues and
risks, and the initiatives through which we
address and govern these issues. We have
accordingly developed a strategy based
on a framework comprising of four anchor
sustainability areas:
• Innovative and High-Performance
Culture
Initiatives in this area aim to cultivate
an organisational culture that prioritises
quality in our products, gain customer
trust and ensure safe workplaces and
the development of our capabilities.
Achieving these goals will ensure the
continued relevance and sustainability of
our businesses going forward.
• Environmental Stewardship
UMW believes that environmental
stewardship is the responsibility of all of
us. Our businesses have well-established
track records of managing and mitigating
the impact of our business activities
on the environment and our goal is to

further strengthen and enhance these
measures throughout the Group.
• Dynamic Workforce
Having a robust internal pipeline of
capable talents is necessary and essential
for the continued sustainability of our
business activities. Employees are the
foundation of our organisation and we
are committed to attracting the best and
brightest and giving them the tools and
opportunities they need to fulfil their
personal and professional ambitions.
• Nurturing the Community and Society
We have a fundamental obligation to
nurture and give back to the communities
where we are present. Our prime focus is
on building sustainable communities that
are empowered and enriched, and that are
mutually beneficial to both our stakeholders
and the Group as UMW regards itself as a
responsible and responsive member of the
community in the markets we operate in.
Collectively, these four areas ensure that
our sustainability strategy is wholly focused
on the issues that matter most to us and on
activities where we can make the greatest
positive impact on our stakeholders.
In terms of identifying our stakeholders,
we have conducted both direct and indirect
engagement to establish individuals or
groups which are either affected by, or may
affect our operations. The comprehensive
list of stakeholders we developed includes
our employees and customers, as well as
regulators and our principal partners. These
stakeholders have a direct relationship with
UMW and to whom we owe a duty of care.

While we made significant efforts to be as
exhaustive as possible in our stakeholder
identification process, we recognise and
acknowledge that this list may evolve moving
forward in tandem with changes in our
businesses and the operating environment.
We adopted a similar approach in identifying
our materiality issues, which have been
obtained primarily from internal sources
for this inaugural report. We recognise that
material sustainability issues are a multitextured area of focus involving all aspects
of our business. In this report you will find
that we continue to work closely with our
stakeholders such as our principal partners,
employees, the affected community and
many others in addressing these issues.
I would like to thank all UMW employees,
my management colleagues and the Board
of Directors for all their efforts thus far
in placing our organisation on a more
sustainable footing. If nothing else, 2016
has revealed just how interwoven global
markets have become and how disruptive
uncertainties can be. Companies, now
more than ever before, need to be able to
holistically identify and assess their risks and
opportunities from a broader sustainability
standpoint. I would also like to thank our
other stakeholders, including our principal
partners, who have vested much trust in us
through all these years. We are aware of the
significant responsibility that we bear and
will do our utmost to discharge these duties.
Thank you.
BADRUL FEISAL BIN ABDUL RAHIM
President & Group CEO
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- CORPORATE PROFILE -

AUTOMOTIVE

EQUIPMENT

UMW Holdings Berhad (“UMW” or
“UMW Group”) is a holding company with
diverse and global interests in the areas
of automotive, equipment, manufacturing
and engineering, and oil and gas industries.
The UMW Group has a presence in
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand,
Myanmar, Vietnam, Papua New Guinea,
Australia, Taiwan, China, India, Oman and
Turkmenistan. We work together with
leading companies from around the world
to establish our position as a market leader
in our core businesses. The UMW Group
focuses on four strategic business units.
The Automotive Division is the backbone
of the UMW Group. We have a long-term
partnership with Toyota Motor Corporation
(“TMC”) of Japan and through our
subsidiaries namely UMW Toyota Motor
Group (“UMW Toyota Motor”), we are the
exclusive distributor of Toyota and Lexus
vehicles in Malaysia. In over 30 years of
close collaboration, we have introduced
refinements and innovations to our
quality products including cost reductions,
enhanced performance and specifications,
production line improvements and quality
standards. UMW is also the single largest
shareholder of Perusahaan Otomobil Kedua
Sdn Bhd (“Perodua”), which is the largest
Malaysian manufacturer of cars and market
leader since 2006. With the combined sales
of Toyota, Lexus and Perodua, the UMW
Group had a 47% market share in 2016.
The Equipment Division is a trading unit
specialising in the marketing, sales and
service of imported equipment for worldfamous manufacturers. Our equipment is

6

M ANUFAC TURING
& ENGINEERING

used in various applications, namely in the
logging, construction, mining, agricultural
and industrial sectors. The division’s
flagship company, UMW Industries (1985)
Sdn Bhd (“UMW Industries”), is the market
leader in Malaysia and a multiple awardwinning company. The Equipment Division
also distributes its products in Singapore,
Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, Vietnam,
Brunei and China. Our key range of products
are categorised as follows:
• Heavy Equipment – offering a multitude of
heavy equipment that are market leaders
in road construction, infrastructure
development, mining, logging, quarrying,
property development, plantation and
forestry
• Industrial Equipment – strategically
aligned with renowned names, focusing
on material handling equipment such
as forklifts and industrial floor cleaning
equipment such as sweepers and
scrubbers
• Marine & Power Equipment – wellestablished supplier for industrial power
products such as generators, compressors
and marine power engines
The Manufacturing & Engineering
Division is focused on two primary
operations, namely in the manufacturing of
parts and components for the automotive
industry, and blending and distribution of
lubricants. The automotive components
segment designs, manufactures and
supplies parts and components to the
automotive industry. We are one of the
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OIL & GAS

leading suppliers of original equipment
manufacturer (“OEM”) and replacement
automotive parts products in Malaysia. We
manufacture high-quality shock absorbers
and hydraulic power-steering pumps and
systems through our subsidiary KYBUMW Malaysia. For our lubricant business,
UMW blends, markets and distributes
Pennzoil, Repsol and GRANTT lubricants
and has blending plants both in Malaysia
and China. In 2015, a new unit – UMW
Aerospace Sdn Bhd (“UMW Aerospace”)
– was formed and added to the division.
UMW Aerospace was specifically set up to
manufacture and assemble fan cases for
Rolls-Royce PLC, making it the country’s first
Tier-1 aerospace parts manufacturer for
Rolls-Royce’s civil aircraft engines.
The Oil & Gas Division refers to our listed
and non-listed oil and gas assets and
operations. The listed entity, namely UMW
Oil & Gas Corporation Berhad (“UMW Oil
& Gas”), publishes its own Sustainability
Report and additional information about its
practices can be found in the report.
NB:
In January 2017, we announced our planned strategic exit
from the oil and gas sector.

Others
Other parts of our business include
providing vehicle-financing services for our
automotive customers as well as a travel
agency to serve the Group’s travelling
requirements.

- CORPORATE PROFILE -
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OUR PRESENCE
1

Malaysia

2

Singapore

3

Indonesia

4

Thailand

5

Myanmar

6

Vietnam

7

Papua New Guinea

8

Australia

9

Taiwan

10

China

11

India

12

Oman

13

Turkmenistan

8

Automotive
Equipment
Manufacturing & Engineering
Oil & Gas
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- MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILIT Y -

Ensuring the sustainability of our business has been a part of
UMW’s DNA from its very beginnings. This focus has enabled
us to grow and thrive over the last 100 years, from our humble
beginnings as a mechanic’s shop to UMW’s status today as among

Malaysia’s largest industrial conglomerates. While our approach to
sustainability may have been intuitive at the start, we have today
formulated a sustainability vision, a strategy that outlines its goals
and the methods by which to get there.

O U R LO N G T E R M S U S TA I N A B I LI T Y TA RG E T

“BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH EXCELLENCE”
Our goal is to be an organisation that excels in everything that we do, and embodies excellence
as the foundation to further build and enhance our products, capabilities and to remain
relevant in the next 100 years.

END STATE FOR UMW :-

OUR FOUR-PRONGED STRATEGY

1 2 3 4

INNOVATIVE &
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
CULTURE

ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP

At its core, our business is about providing our customers with
top-notch products and services. In this, sustainability has played
a key role in UMW’s overall management approach because our
definition of sustainability is grounded on the theme of excellence.
Being sustainable through excellence has four distinct meanings for
us. It means that:
i.

we constantly seek the betterment or enhancement of our
product offerings by moving up the value chain
ii. we aim to create shareholder value and remain relevant by
addressing the EES impact of our business
iii. we remain committed to new innovations to drive us
iv. we strive to be a responsible and respected corporate citizen by
protecting the environment and nurturing our communities
The commitment to excellence extends to all four pillars of our
strategy, namely:

8

NURTURING THE
COMMUNITY &
SOCIETY

DYNAMIC
WORKFORCE
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

•

Financially strong

•

Fortified with sustainable
businesses

•

Ingrained with high
performance culture which
drives innovation

•

Caring and responsible
corporate citizen

Innovative and High-Performance Culture
Environmental Stewardship
Dynamic Workforce
Nurturing the Community and Society

Collectively, these pillars ensure that our people and our processes
are optimised to perform at peak capacity while mitigating our
impact on the environment. They also ensure that we contribute
back to the community, which is the basis and key enabler of our
commercial activities. Through the implementation of initiatives in
each of the four pillars, our goal is to build a company that is:
•
•
•
•

Financially strong
Fortified with sustainable businesses
Ingrained with a high-performance culture that drives innovation
Caring and is responsible for its impacts on both the environment
and the community

- MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILIT Y -

These approaches to sustainability ensure the management of our
material EES impacts and also help us identify new opportunities for
further growth and development. The four prongs are geared for the
long term although they do specify short- and medium-term goals
that serve as intermediate waypoints en route to our final goal.
Our sustainability framework is embedded into our Beyond
Boundaries business strategy, which is a long-term goal that we
have set for UMW. Under Beyond Boundaries, our aspiration is to
transform into a high-performing regional conglomerate that can
compete with other industry champions. Our sustainability strategy
supports this goal by focusing efforts on optimising our existing
capabilities through our commitment to excellence.
OUR SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
In formalising our sustainability framework, UMW has restructured the way we manage and think about sustainability. In 2016, a decision was
made to enhance the role of UMW’s existing Management Committee to include sustainability as one of the key focal points in its discussions.
Following that decision, the Management Committee is now responsible for reviewing and recommending all sustainability strategies, policies
and other matters, including management systems, performance monitoring, regulations, etc. Our President and Group CEO chairs the
Management Committee. The Board of Directors is also involved in this governance structure and is responsible for reviewing and endorsing
strategies recommended by the Management Committee.
At the same time, UMW also formed its first Sustainability Working Committee (“SWC”), which is chaired by the Director of Group Strategy.
The SWC is responsible for implementing the Group’s sustainability initiatives and is responsible for reporting to the Management Committee.
GOVERNANCE, ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
DIRECTOR,
GROUP STRATEGY
Chaired by
SUSTAINABILITY
WORKING COMMITTEE

PGCEO
Chaired by
MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

UMW MAIN BOARD
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- STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT -

THE STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
Our stakeholder identification process is based on a rigorous exercise of identifying key external and internal groups which have a substantial
impact on our organisation or upon which our organisation has a substantial impact. Our businesses have a wide reach and affect not only
commercial stakeholders but also communities and other not-for-profit organisations (“NGOs”) who have non-financial interest in the
impact of our activities.
For our inaugural report, the stakeholder identification and prioritisation process was conducted by the Sustainability Working Committee
in consultation with members of senior management. While we aim to enhance our stakeholder identification processes going forward,
we believe that the present list of stakeholders provides a fair and representative assessment of groups that affect or are affected by our
business activities.
The findings were subsequently raised to the Board of Directors who endorsed both the process and the results.

10
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- STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT -

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
We have identified eight key stakeholder groups that have an effect on or are affected by our activities through our stakeholder identification
process. The table below provides a summary of our stakeholder groups and our methods of engaging with them.
STAKEHOLDER
GROUP

STAKEHOLDER DESCRIPTION

METHOD OF
ENGAGEMENT

Principal Partners

These stakeholders are our long-term business partners who we have engaged
with in joint ventures or other partnership/agency agreements.

•

Principal engagement

Customers

Our customers comprise retail customers, businesses and governments, both
local and international.

•
•

Marketing plan
Customer Satisfaction
Survey
Customer feedback
channel

•
Employees

Our employees are key enablers of all our business activities, and are involved in
all parts of our value chain.

•
•
•

Employee Engagement
Survey
Trade unions
Events and functions

Shareholders

Shareholders are the owners of the Company.

•
•

Annual General Meeting
Regular updates and
communications

Regulators

Regulators stipulate and enforce the laws and regulations in the various markets
where we operate.

•

Regular updates and
communications

Local Communities

Our communities include, but are not limited to, the people who reside in the
areas where we operate, NGOs, other businesses and other institutions.

•
•
•
•

Financial and nonfinancial contributions
Charity events
Volunteer programmes
Events and roadshows

Analysts

Includes sell-side analysts that write reports on the Group’s results, performance
and plans moving forward.

•
•
•

Analysts briefings
One-on-one meetings
Investor conferences

Media

Our media stakeholders include news editors and reporters who are responsible
for the public dissemination of information related to our Company.

•

Events and press
conferences
Media briefings

•

This list of stakeholders is preliminary and is subject to review and revision in our subsequent sustainability reports.
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- WHAT IS MATERIAL TO US -

OUR MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Materiality, in sustainability terms, is not limited to matters that may have a significant financial impact on our organisation but also includes
matters that may impinge on our ability to meet present and future needs. Our definition of materiality is drawn from the guidelines
provided by Bursa Malaysia where material issues are defined as such if they:
i. reflect an organisation’s significant EES impacts; or
ii. substantively influence the assessment and decisions of stakeholders.
For the purposes of this report, we have a list of material issues that are drawn from both internal and external sources. Feedback from
external sources was obtained through proxies that engage with them through regular engagements on an on-going basis. Through the
materiality assessment process, we have identified 20 issues material to us. Each of these initiatives has been grouped under relevant
sustainability prongs that manage our EES impact.
OUR MATERIAL ISSUES
We have identified 20 key material issues that have an effect on our activities or those of our stakeholders. These material issues have been
prioritised through our materiality assessment process and mapped onto our materiality matrix below.

most important

INNOVATIVE & HIGH PERFORMANCE CULTURE
5

15
8

18

6

16
14

11
10

7
1

17

Concern to stakeholders

9

2

19

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

13
20

4

important

Labour Practices
Economic

Energy
Water
Effluents & Waste
Materials
Supplier Environmental Assessment
Transport
Emissions

DYNAMIC WORKFORCE

most important
Significance to the Company

Economic Performance
Indirect Economic Impact
Market Presence
Procurement Practices
Product & Services Labelling – Customer Satisfaction
Product Quality & Safety
Occupational Health & Safety

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

3
12

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

15
16
17
18

Employment
Training & Education
Diversity & Equal Opportunity
Labour/Management Relations

NURTURING THE COMMUNITY & SOCIETY
19 Local Communities
20 Anti-Corruption

Product Responsibility
Environment

Legend:		

Society

The rationale on why these issues are material to us can be found in the Appendix section of this report.
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Priority Aspects

- OUR PERFORMANCE -

OUR ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
UMW Group recorded a full-year revenue of RM10,958.5 million in 2016, a decrease of 24.1% over the previous year due to the challenging
economic and operating environment. The Group’s overall financial performance was adversely impacted by the losses in the oil and gas
segment due to the industry downturn. Nonetheless, UMW’s other non-oil and gas businesses – Automotive, Equipment and Manufacturing
& Engineering – remained profitable throughout 2016. Excluding the impairment of assets and provision for financial guarantee contracts,
the Group posted a profit before tax of RM109 million in 2016. The lower profit recorded was contributed by the operating losses of the
Oil & Gas listed and non-listed businesses. After taking into account the impairments and provisions, the Group registered a pre-tax loss of
RM2,130.2 million for 2016 as compared to a pre-tax profit of RM 269.7 million in 2015.
The Automotive Division continued to be the highest contributor to Group revenue accounting for around 77% of the total in 2016.
However, the local automotive market turned markedly softer in 2016 with total industry volume (“TIV”) falling 13% to 580,124 units from
666,677 units the year before. The Equipment and Manufacturing & Engineering Divisions also reported lower revenue contributions due
to weaker demand from export markets and also to the weaker operating environment. Finally, the Oil & Gas Division continued to suffer
from low crude oil prices, which fell to a 12-year low in January 2016.
As a Group, UMW created direct economic value of RM11,294.6 million comprised of revenue and other incomes in 2016. In terms of
our economic value to others, we distributed a total of RM13,776.1 million in the areas of operating costs, employee wages and benefits,
dividends and interest paid, taxes and spending on corporate social responsibility projects. The following provides a breakdown of this
summary.
RM m

2015

2016

14,441.6

10,958.5

404.1

336.1

14,845.7

11,294.6

13,364.3

12,260.9

1,084.9

978.5

Our Lenders: Payments to lenders

126.8

185.5

The Government: Payments to governments

261.6

130.9

DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED
Revenue
Other Income
Total
ECONOMIC VALUE DISTRIBUTED TO:
Our Suppliers: Operating costs
Our Employees: Salaries and benefits

The Rakyat: Community investments*
Our Shareholders: Payments to shareholders
Total

8.7

7.6

629.9

212.7

15,476.2

13,776.1

* Community investments related to our non-Automotive Divisions only.
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I N N O VAT I V E &
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
C U LT U R E

Our Performance,
Why the need for a high-performance culture in our sustainability strategy?
Being in a high-performance culture means that our organisation is populated by highly motivated individuals who are
able to stimulate change and inspire progress. We recognise the crucial need for continuous improvement, innovation
and being productive towards delivering better products and services.

- I N N O VAT I V E & H I G H - P E R F O R M A N C E C U LT U R E -

FEATURET TE:
M A L AY S I A P R O D U C T I V I T Y
CO R P O R AT I O N AWA R D S

Our goal is to be an organisation that excels in
everything that we do and embodies excellence as the
foundation to enhance our products and capabilities.

We place high importance on establishing the right framework in order to instil a
high-performance culture.
This is key for our sustainability strategy as developing a high-performance culture
means that we have motivated individuals able to catalyse change and inspire
progress. Our operating environment is constantly evolving and hence there is
a need for continuous improvement, innovation and increased productivity if
we are to deliver better products and services to meet customer needs. In this
regard, the Group’s effort to promote an innovative and high-performance culture
is measured by our performance in the following three key strategic focus areas:
i. Building Quality and Customer Trust,
ii. Embracing Occupational Health and Safety, and
iii. Developing Capabilities and Moving Up the Value Chain

On 10 May 2016, the Malaysia Productivity
Corporation certified three of UMW
employees as Productivity Champions. The
award is part of the MPC’s initiatives to
increase the number of skilled productivity
specialists in the country, which is in line
with Malaysia’s productivity enhancement
initiatives. The Champions are selected
through an assessment process and a formal
governance structure. The recipients are:
•

BUILDING QUALITY AND CUSTOMER TRUST

•

PUTTING THE CUSTOMER FIRST

•

Customer satisfaction is the key to our long-term survivability as a company.
UMW’s founder, Chia Yee Soh, recognised this early on and grew the Company on
the principle that good business is rooted deeply in the solid ground of customer
satisfaction. We have taken this principle to heart and ensured that at every stage
of our products’ lifecycles, from manufacturing and production to distribution and
after-sales service, the needs of our customers come first.
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES
We build quality through various continuous improvement programmes
implemented across the Group such as the workplace organisation method of 5S,
which comprises of:1. Seiri (Sort)
2. Seiton (Set in Order)
3. Seiso (Shine)

4. Seiketsu (Standardise)
5. Shitsuke (Sustain)

In 2016, the Company managed to retain the Malaysia Productivity Corporation’s
Quality Environment/5S (“MPC/QE 5S”) certifications in 48 of its locations
nationwide and received certification for another two locations. In addition to this,
based on our track record in retaining our MPC/QE 5S programme over the past six
years, UMW employees were awarded with the Productivity Champions certificate
by the Malaysian Productivity Corporation in 2016. As a Productivity Champion,
we are expected to participate in productivity initiatives such as the preparation
of the Malaysia Productivity Blueprint. Apart from this, we have also been tasked
to assist in the formulation of industry-specific productivity roadmaps, including
the setting of productivity targets and initiatives.

Pauzi Hanipi, Executive Director, Toyota
Boshoku UMW Sdn Bhd
Che Abdul Kadir Abdullah, Head of
Operation, UMW Training Centre Sdn Bhd
Muhammad Hafiz Ismail, Learning
Consultant, Training & Development

AUTOMOTIVE
“BEING HARMONIOUS”
Kaizen or continuous improvement lies at the heart
of everything we do, respecting people and developing
trust in our customers.
We are proud of our long-term relationship with
TMC, which goes back more than 30 years. As the
sole distributor of the Toyota and Lexus marques in
Malaysia, we are aware of the responsibility we bear
in ensuring that our personnel and products live up
to the standards our customers have come to expect
from Toyota and Lexus products and services.
In aligning ourselves to the standards set by TMC, we
have embraced the Japanese concept of Kaizen as a
core philosophy throughout our value chain. Kaizen,
which translates into “continuous improvement”, is a
precondition for sustainability because we recognise
that there will always be room for improvement – in
terms of product quality and also in terms of greater
customer satisfaction. Our sustainability depends on
the continuous pursuit of excellence and desire to
push beyond existing boundaries.
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FEATURET TE:
TOYOTA PRODUC TION SYSTEM:
OUR COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
There are two main conceptual pillars of TPS: Just-in-time and
Jidoka. The just-in-time concept specifies our approach to
inventory management, while Jidoka focuses on the harmony
between automation and human agency. The main objectives of
TPS is to minimise waste, overburdens and inconsistencies so as
to:
•
•
•

The Toyota Production System (“TPS”) is the expression of
Toyota’s people- and customer-centric philosophy. TPS provides
organising principles for the management and production
of Toyota automotive and also stipulates a framework for
interactions with suppliers and customers.

Provide the customer with quality vehicles at the lowest
possible cost in a timely manner
Provide employees with work satisfaction, job security and
fair treatment
Give the Company the agility to respond to changing market
conditions and to continue creating value

TPS is adhered to by TMC and we similarly apply these principles
in our workplace at UMW Toyota Motor Group. The adoption of
the system ensures that our products and processes meet the
same high benchmarks expected of the Toyota brand and create
value for our stakeholders.

ENSURING PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY
As an automotive manufacturer, UMW is highly aware of its responsibility to ensure that our products are reliable and safe while on the
road. To that end, UMW Toyota Motor adheres to the technical requirements set by TMC, which specify safety standards that are for the
most part, higher than local regulations. In addition, all our car models are designed to meet local standards and are rated with a minimum
of 3 Stars by the ASEAN New Car Assessment Programme (“NCAP”). The ASEAN NCAP conducts two separate assessments, rating new cars
on Adult Occupant Protection (“AOP”) and Child Occupant Protection (“COP”).
In 2016, UMW Toyota Motor received six Grand Prix awards from the ASEAN NCAP after posting the best results in Crashworthiness
Performance. The six models recognised with awards were:
MODEL

AWA R D

DETAILS

Toyota Hilux

Best Child Occupant Protection (COP)

Pickup Category

Toyota Rush

Best Child Occupant Protection (COP)

SUV Category

Toyota Sienta

Best Adult Occupant Protection (AOP)

MPV Category

Toyota Innova

Best Child Occupant Protection (COP)

MPV Category

Toyota Corolla Altis

Rising Star Recognition

For expanding safety features (VSC + 7 Airbags) as standard in all
variants and countries

Toyota Camry Hybrid

Safety Technology Award

Blind Spot Monitor

The awards underline UMW Toyota Motor’s commitment to passenger safety and to ensuring the highest quality of our cars through the
use of new innovations.
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Most of our vehicles come with standard safety features including:

SRS Airbags

Traction Control and Vehicle Stability
Control

Our commitment to product quality also extends to our after-sales
service, as illustrated by the Special Service Campaign (“SSC”)
conducted in October 2016. The SSC was conducted in consultation
with TMC to alert our customers to a defect in the SRS airbag inflator
modules for some of our models manufactured between October
2007 and December 2011. Owners of Toyota cars with the defect
would have the part replaced at no cost to them. While the defect
is regrettable, we remain steadfast in our commitment to product
safety and the safety of our customers. For more information about
the SSC, please visit our website at http://toyota.com.my.

Anti-locking Braking System with
Electronic Brake Force Distribution

process. The findings were based on the responses from 2,010 new
vehicle owners who purchased their vehicles between August 2015
and May 2016.
While we are pleased with our strong showing in both the 2016 CSI
and SSI studies, our aim is to be more consistent from year to year
in both rankings.
J.D. POWER MALAYSIAN SALES SATISFACTION INDEX
POSITION

2015

2016

UMW Toyota Motor’s efforts to maintain the highest levels of
product quality also sees us conduct regular engagement with
Malaysian car regulators to remain apprised of changes to local car
regulations covering product quality and safety.

1

Toyota

Mitsubishi

2

Mitsubishi

Mazda

3

Honda

Nissan

4

Nissan

Toyota

ENSURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

5

Mazda

Honda

6

Perodua

Perodua

7

Proton

Proton

Customer satisfaction is a key sustainability benchmark for UMW
Toyota Motor. We measure customers’ level of satisfaction with
our products, our sales and after-sales service and with the level
of engagement with our staff. As a measure of how our products
and services meet or exceed customer expectations, customer
satisfaction functions as a gauge of customer loyalty and likelihood
of repeat patronage while differentiating us from our competitors.
Our customer satisfaction levels are assessed by the findings of
external market research company J.D. Power, which constructs
both a Customer Service Index (“CSI”) and a Sales Service Index
(“SSI”). Based on J.D. Power’s 2016 Malaysia CSI Study, UMW Toyota
Motor ranked highest overall in terms of service satisfaction among
mass-market brands. The findings were based on responses from
3,257 new vehicle owners who purchased their vehicle between
February 2014 and May 2015, and took their vehicle for service at
an authorised service centre.
During the same year, UMW Toyota Motor ranked fourth in the
market research consultant’s 2016 Malaysia SSI Study, which
gauges customer satisfaction levels during the car shopping

J.D. POWER MALAYSIAN CUSTOMER SERVICE INDEX
POSITION

2015

2016

1

Mazda

Toyota

2

Mitsubishi

Mazda

3

Honda

Mitsubishi

4

Ford

Kia

5

Kia

Isuzu

6

Nissan

Honda

7

Isuzu

Nissan

8

Toyota

Perodua

9

Perodua

Volkswagen

10

Volkswagen

Hyundai

11

Hyundai

Proton

12

Proton

Ford
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EQUIPMENT
“BEING RESOURCEFUL”
Our people are our biggest assets in ensuring quality services as well as
encouraging a safety culture in our customers in the best way possible.
Our operations in the Equipment unit are mainly involved in the
sales and service of equipment and equipment parts. As the
division is involved in a number of niche equipment segments, the
sustainability practice at the Group level is focused on the training
and development of our people. Initiatives are aligned to the Group’s
vision of developing an innovative and high-performance culture.
As part of our value-added services to our clients, we provide advice
and consultation in the areas of equipment rental, financing and
other administrative issues.
ENSURING PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY
We have drawn from our long partnership with our Japanese
partners to include elements of their business philosophy in the
management of our own business. For example, we incorporate TPS
into our own value chain to ensure that our people are focused on
continual improvement and better performance. We have found the
implementation of TPS is useful in various aspects of our business
as TPS is not limited to the vehicle production line but comprises
a set of principles focused on customer satisfaction, continual
employee development and process excellence.

FEATURET TE:
UMW INDUSTRIES (1985) SDN BHD
RECOGNISED FOR PERFORMANCE
EXCELLENCE

Under the 2015 Toyota Material Handling International
Award Programme, UMW Industries was awarded the
following recognitions:
•
•
•

Platinum Club Recognition
Customer Satisfaction Awards
Vision 2020 Award

In addition to the above, UMW Industries won the
Tennant Distributor Excellence Award – 2nd Runner-up,
2015 from the Tennant Company.

ENSURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Customer satisfaction is a key gauge of our Equipment Division’s
performance and is gauged through our customers’ internal
assessments of their suppliers. This information is then shared
with us through various channels including customer surveys and
feedback forms.
We are proud to report that we have the largest equipment servicing fleet in Malaysia to provide after-sales service and maintenance to our
clients wherever they may be.
MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING (“M&E”)
“BEING LEAN”
Conducting high value manufacturing practices that promote engineering excellence.
The M&E Division comprises a diverse portfolio of businesses in the areas of aerospace, automotive components and lubricants. Our
sustainability focus in the M&E space is again concentrated on the talents and expertise of our people to ensure that product quality and
safety, and customer satisfaction, are maintained at high levels at all times. The M&E division also draws from best practices adapted from
our Japanese partners, which include TMC and KYB Japan.
In line with best practices, the M&E Division is focused on maintaining a lean operational structure to make the most of its existing assets
and to maximise profitability. To that end, the division has developed LEANaero™, a proprietary production system that abstracts features
from TPS and from the Rolls-Royce Production System. LEANaero™ is focused on performance excellence on the production line and will
be deployed at the new UMW Aerospace manufacturing plant in Serendah following the plant’s completion in 2017 and subsequently to all
operating companies in the M&E Division.
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FEATURET TE:
WHAT IS THE LEANaero™ SYSTEM?

LEANaeroTM is a manufacturing framework that
defines the method which the M&E business
adheres to in its business operations. Based on the
lean manufacturing philosophy, the system aims
to enhance efficiencies and introduce flexibility
into the organisation, resulting in benefits for
both internal and external stakeholders. Some
of the system’s key implementation objectives
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased customer satisfaction
Reduction in costs
Increased competitive advantage
Improved staff performance
Ease of business expansion

C O S T C O M P E T I T I V E N E S S & B U S I N E S S E X PA N S I O N

Best Quality,
Highest Productivity, Lowest Cost

Continuous
Process
Improvement

focus

Continuous
People
Improvement

High Performance Culture
principles

Processes are continually reviewed and assessed for possible improvements in the spirit of Kaizen and of a high-performance culture.
The same applies to talent development, as an underlying assumption of the LEANaero system is that only the best people can
manufacture the best product. LEANaero contains five distinct principles that apply throughout the value chain:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

Standardisation:
Processes are optimised through
standardisation and visualisation exercises
Just-in-time:
Costs are optimised through the elimination
of waste, inconsistency and overburdens
Customer first:
Values are established from the customer’s
point of view
Jidoka:
Processes are established with quality in
mind
Hitozukuri:
People are developed to become problem
solvers through Kaizen

CUSTOMER FIRST
Value from customer’s point of view

JIDOKA

JUST-IN-TIME
Elimination of Waste,
Inconsistency,
Overburdens

Process Built-In-Quality

L E A N a e r o TM

STANDARDIZATION
Standardised & Process
visualisation

HITOZUKURI
Develop people to become
problem solvers through
Kaizen

ENSURING PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY
Our M&E Division conducts intensive product testing and quality accreditation at each of its production lines. The division practises stringent
quality standards and continuous commitment towards research and development. Both our lubricants and automotive components
businesses have designated in-house research and development (“R&D”) teams focusing on product testing and improvements. We are
constantly in search of innovative methods to improve our product and services offerings. In addition, we practise sharing of advanced
technical know-how and support with our partners.
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KYB-UMW MALAYSIA
– QUALITY INNOVATION TASKFORCE
KYB-UMW Malaysia formed a Quality Innovation
Taskforce (“QIT”) on 2 May 2016 to explore possible
ways to boost product quality and further reduce
costs. The QIT is overseen by the Quality Assurance
Department with the involvement of personnel
from other departments including Manufacturing,
Engineering, Production, Procurement and Research
and Development.

pre- and after-sales service and work together in exploring possible collaborative
opportunities. This information is then shared with the division via various
channels including through the receipt of awards.
In 2016, UMW Advantech Sdn Bhd, formerly known as UMW Engineering Sdn
Bhd, was a recipient of Perodua’s Excellent Delivery Vendor Award. The award
recognises the quality of UMW Advantech’s level of customer service and product
quality. UMW Advantech manufactures and distributes automotive components
in the OEM and replacement automotive parts business.

The QIT has three key objectives:
• Enhance innovation and eliminate costs
• Verify results of countermeasures and transfer
lessons learned to other processes
• Improve the overall quality level of the Company
One of the key product quality issues addressed
by the QIT was to completely remove iron chip
contaminants above 0.3mm in size from its shock
absorbers. A secondary target was to ensure that
any iron chip contaminants weighed less than 0.2mg
in the absorbers. This ensures that our products
perform at maximum efficiency and reduces any
risk of abnormal functions. The QIT implemented
an immediate Quick Result Action Plan (“QRAP”) in
the last two months of the year. The long-term plan,
meanwhile, will continue until December 2017.
In addition to product issues, the QIT is also focused
on analysing past quality claims (specifically in
2015 and 2016), verifying their effectiveness and
subsequently developing a plan to transfer verified
innovations to new processes. Finally, the QIT
also delivered specific programmes such as the
“Shock Absorber Contaminant Awareness Training
Programme” to production staff in July 2016 in a bid
to improve the overall quality level of the Company.

EMBRACING OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
UMW has an Occupational Health and Safety (“OHS”) policy that safeguards our
employees, customers, visitors and other relevant stakeholders. We constantly
review and reassess our safety standards to ensure that they are in line with
industry best practices to minimise the risk of injury or death in our various
facilities. In addition, we comply with Malaysian law in populating our Safety and
Health Committees equally with managerial and employee representatives.

ENSURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

The Group’s Safety and Health Committee meets at least once in every three
months to ensure that proper systems are in place to meet the needs of a changing
environment. Senior management often chairs these committees, to ensure that
safety considerations are brought to the attention of the highest levels of leadership
and that appropriate mitigating actions are implemented. The committees also
review the results of Group-wide safety audits and re-audit activities that are
conducted on a regular basis to help our companies identify and report potential
safety and health hazards. The audits also help to ensure that our companies are in
compliance with stipulated regulations and requirements. In addition to this, the
Group’s Safety and Health Committee discusses occurrence of accidents and their
respective corrective and preventive measures moving forward.

Customer satisfaction levels of the M&E Division
are gauged through customer feedback for each
individual company. Towards this end, businesses
within our M&E Division conduct regular
engagements with their clients to determine their
needs and expectations in terms of product quality,

As part of UMW’s Safety Awareness Programme, the Group continuously
organises various awareness and training sessions that cover a range of safety and
health-related issues including basic fire safety, chemical spillage, gas handling
and machine safety. The Group’s Health, Safety and Environment Department
spearheads activities at the Group level while our individual business units also
conduct their own OHS workshops.

At its core, the QIT is focused on continuous analysis
of quality issues and addressing them immediately,
as well as on alerting Operators and Team Leaders
on the quality issue. The QIT initiative is expected to
continue without a set termination date.
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Meanwhile, the Group posted the following OHS statistics for the year under review:

2015

Injury Rate
(Accident
Rate)

Occupational
Disease
Rate

Loss Work
Days Rate

WorkRelated
Fatalities

No. of
Accident
Cases

Automotive

1.86

0

60.48

0

13

Equipment

5.45

0

34.63

0

5

M&E

5.03

0

9.11

0

6

UMW Corporation Sdn Bhd

2.22

0

3.15

0

1

Occupational
Disease
Rate

Loss Work
Days Rate

WorkRelated
Fatalities

No. of
Accident
Cases

2016

Injury Rate
(Accident
Rate)

Automotive

1.37

5.35

7.46

0

10

Equipment

7.64

0

36.7

0

7

M&E

5.03

0

18.94

0

6

UMW Corporation Sdn Bhd

2.36

0

4.48

0

1

AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY CULTURE
“KIKEN YOCHI”
Occupational Safety and Health is an
important element in the daily operations of
UMW Toyota Motor. As many programmes
have been set up to increase the awareness
of staff and to protect their safety during
work, the Company has seen a decrease in
the annual accident statistics. There has been
a reduction in the number of occupational
accidents causing injuries as well as a fall in
the total number of lost work days.
The Company is also concerned with
work-related health issues and has put
programmes in place to monitor and address
the risks, including Chemical Health Risk
Assessments, Ergonomic Risk Assessments
and Audiometric Testing. This ensures that
our staff are not adversely affected by the
work they are engaged in and can continue
to live long, healthy and productive lives.
The area of focus in UMW Toyota Motor
is road commuting safety, especially of
motorcycle riders who make up about half
of our staff population. As this group faces
the highest risks on the road daily coming
to and returning from work, initiatives have

been carried out to raise the awareness and
concern for their own safety since 2011.
Although there has been improvement in
the statistics and zero fatal accidents for
2014 and 2015, unfortunately in 2016, one
staff was involved in a hit-and-run accident
on the way home after work. As such, more
emphasis is given on ensuring staff are
cognisant and alert to react to hazards and
other road users.
In 2016, UMW Toyota Motor reported
an injury rate of 1.37 at their operating
facilities.

UMW Toyota Motor has a highly proactive
Safety and Health Committee, which is
chaired by a member of senior management.
The chairman subsequently advises and
makes recommendations to the Company’s
President on health and safety matters,
ensuring that the senior-most leaders in
the Company address these issues. The
committee is responsible for reviewing
all OSH procedures and for addressing
safety issues if and when they crop up. Our
safety programme embraces the Kiken Yochi
Training (“KYT”) approach developed in
Japan whereby our workers are trained to
be attentive to unsafe conditions or unsafe
behaviour in the workplace. We also observe
local safety standards in our workplaces.
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ROAD SAFETY
As a vehicle manufacturer, we are aware that we also have a role
to play in promoting road safety and work both independently and
together with partners to deliver road safety programmes. Our
programmes are targeted at both our internal staff as well as at the
general public to promote the importance of safe driving. Some of
our regular programmes held throughout the year include:
• Road safety programme for our employees during festive seasons
• Mandatory defensive driving training for all staff members
classified as drivers
• Mandatory defensive driving training for staff who conduct test
drives of vehicles
Our Road Commuting Safety Programme also addresses specific
employee welfare issues identified by UMW Toyota Motor. In 2011,
we recognised that there were an increasing number of accidents
involving motorcycle riders in the country and some of these
accidents involved our staff. The rise in fatality rates also became a
point of concern for our senior management, which directed a team
to focus on addressing hazards faced by motorcyclists.
In response to this call to action, UMW Toyota Motor introduced a
defensive rider training programme, which is mandatory for all staff
who commute using motorcycles. The programme takes various
factors into consideration including the rider’s skills, knowledge,
visibility on the road and other matters. We also encouraged our
staff to keep their motorcycles in good operating condition and
implemented a token programme that subsidises staff motorcycle
upkeep cost. Riders were also requested to plot their commuting
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route and identify hazards that they faced on the road. Meanwhile,
reflective vests and stickers were issued to the riders to improve
their visibility on the road.
UMW Toyota Motor has almost 4,000 staff members who commute
to work on motorcycles, thus the programme is ongoing throughout
the year to ensure that all staff receive training. Riders involved in
road accidents are also required to return to the programme for
refresher courses and advanced rider training.
EQUIPMENT SAFETY CULTURE
“SAFETY FIRST”
The Equipment Division is fully committed to ensuring and providing
a safe and healthy working environment, which is fundamental to
our business. It is our policy to manage all our business operations
in the best manner possible to prevent ill health, injury and
pollution. We will ensure continual improvement of health, safety
and environment management and performance, complying with all
requirements.
We will make every effort to ensure awareness and understanding
among employees of all prevailing requirements and introduce sound
health, safety and environment working practices. Each employee
plays an important role in all our health, safety and environment
programmes and is expected to be committed to this policy.
We work very closely with Group Health, Safety and Environment
(“GHSE”) on safety initiatives. We focus on keeping our employees
safe from harm given the environment that they work in.
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MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING SAFETY CULTURE
“NO FATALITIES”
Our production activities in the M&E Division involve a substantial use of heavy machinery and hazardous materials, which, if not properly
handled, could lead to injuries or deaths. We are pleased to report that in 2016, we reported no fatalities at our workplaces. OHS is
monitored at both the division level as well as by the safety committees at each of our respective business units.
For our companies associated with Japan’s KYB—i.e. KYB-UMW Malaysia—stringent measures have been put in place to comply with the
health and safety requirements of our partner KYB Japan. As part of these requirements, every OHS incident that occurs on-site must be
reported to senior management as well as to KYB Japan.
Meanwhile, at one of our key lubricant manufacturers in our Lubricants segment, strict OHS policies in line with safety regulations have
been put in place to ensure that our employees do not suffer injuries resulting from long-term exposure to hazardous chemicals. The
Company also conducts regular safety campaigns addressing all areas in the production chain—from the ergonomics of transporting goods
to the proper handling of materials.

T H E M A L AY S I A N S O C I E T Y O F O C C U PA T I O N A L S A F E T Y & H E A LT H
( “ M S O S H ” ) O C C U PA T I O N A L S A F E T Y A N D H E A LT H ( “ O S H ” ) A W A R D 2 0 1 5

The Malaysian Society of Occupational Safety & Health (“MSOSH”) Occupational
Safety & Health (“OSH”) Award, also known as the “MSOSH OSH Award” is
an annual occupational safety and health performance award that recognises
organisations and companies that have commendable safety and health records.
More than 200 companies from various sectors including government agencies
participated in the MSOSH OSH Award 2015. Our Lubetech Sdn Bhd qualified and
fulfilled all criteria including “NO LOST TIME INJURY (“LTI”) FOR ASSESSMENT
PERIOD OF 2 YEARS” and “NO WORKSITE FATALITY FOR 5 YEARS”.
Lubetech Sdn Bhd, with full support from Group HSE, underwent a stringent OSH
performance audit process and was selected as a “MSOSH OSH GOLD 1 AWARD
WINNER FOR 2015” in the Manufacturing & Chemical Sectors category. The award
presentation was held on 5 August 2016, at Grand Dorsett Subang Hotel.

DEVELOPING CAPABILITIES AND MOVING UP THE VALUE CHAIN
UMW Group introduced the Beyond Boundaries mission statement in 2007 as a rallying call for all our business units to push through
existing limitations and seek new opportunities. Central to this call to action is the need for our divisions to innovate and move up the
value chain so as to improve stakeholder value creation and to ensure that UMW remains a relevant and sustainable commercial entity and
corporate citizen.
At its core, moving up the value chain means enhancing the capabilities of our existing operations through innovation to provide solutions
that meet the changing operating environment. Excellence remains a top priority while doing so as we will remain focused on maintaining,
if not growing, our market presence and position. In other words, high value manufacturing is about applying leading-edge technical
knowledge and expertise to the creation of products, production processes and services to create value for our stakeholders. In addition, we
strive towards ensuring high levels of local manpower and hiring in the markets in which we operate.
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EXPANSION OF OUR AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING PLANT
The Automotive Division contributed RM8,450.9 million (FY2015: RM10,721.9 million)
in revenue, accounting for 77% of the Group’s total revenue. It reported a profit before
tax of RM496.9 million (FY2015: RM860.9 million) as vehicle sales in Malaysia slowed in
tandem with the economy in general. The number of cars sold by UMW Group in 2016
decreased by 12% from 2015 to about 272,000 units of cars sold. In terms of market
share, we commanded approximately 47% in Malaysia for 2016.

2016
Revenue

Profit Before Tax

RM8,450.9 m

RM496.9 m

FEATURET TE:
U M W T OYO TA M O T O R T O B O O S T C A PAC I T Y A N D C A PA B I L I T I E S
WITH NEW RM2 BILLION BUKIT RAJA PLANT

The new UMW Toyota Motor manufacturing plant in Bukit Raja, Klang, Selangor is expected to substantially change the
Malaysian car manufacturing landscape. The plant, which will raise production capacity by an initial 50,000 cars a year, will be
equipped with advanced facilities enabling the production of energy efficient vehicles that meet Malaysian criteria.
The plant promotes the localisation of energy efficient vehicles, thereby representing a breakthrough in innovation and high
value manufacturing for the Malaysian car production ecosystem and country. The move shifts UMW Toyota Motor emphasis
from being strictly a volume player to one that is on a more sustainable footing as the new facility will allow UMW Toyota
Motor to explore other production opportunities.
The step-change represented in the Bukit Raja plant is a good illustration of our strategy of innovating to meet new market
expectations while leveraging on the expertise and capacities of our existing capabilities and partnerships. In addition, the
plant will function as a foundation, serving as a platform for future solutions, thus adding new dimensions to our manufacturing
capabilities.
Construction of the plant started in 2016 with the first cars expected to roll out from the assembly line in early 2019.
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MOVING UP THE HIGH VALUE MANUFACTURING CHAIN INTO AEROSPACE
SECTOR

2016
Revenue

The M&E Division posted total revenue of RM601.5 million (FY2015: RM707.5
million) and a PBT of RM24.6 million (FY2015: RM16.8 million). Factors contributing
to the Group’s performance included the lubricants and automotive component
business being impacted by the sentiments in the automotive sector. In line with our
growth commitments, we entered into a 25+5-year agreement with Rolls-Royce PLC
(“Rolls-Royce”) to manufacture and assemble fan cases for their Trent 1000 and Trent
7000 aero engines.

Profit Before Tax

RM601.5 m

RM24.6 m

FEATURET TE:
N E W R O L L S - R O Y C E P L A N T T O B E E C O N O M I C C A T A LY S T F O R S E R E N D A H

When UMW Aerospace commences production of its Rolls-Royce fan
casing in Serendah in 2017, the net benefits of the plant will not be
limited to its commercial yield. The new plant, which makes UMW the
first Malaysian company to be a Tier 1 aerospace engine component
manufacturer to Rolls-Royce, is expected to act as a catalyst for the
creation of a hard metal integrated industrial park in Serendah.
Mixed developments are expected to grow around the plant, which will
subsequently increase land value and further transform the nation into
a major aerospace hub. Our venture into the aerospace industry will
stimulate innovation in the field through a multiplier effect across the
value chain, i.e. there will be growing demand for products and services
supporting the high value manufacturing industry thereby encouraging
local companies to close the gap.
A growing ecosystem is also good for us as a Group because it opens up
new opportunities for us that we can take advantage of by leveraging on
our expertise in various fields. For example, we can expect to see natural
synergies with our lubricant business as well as our heavy equipment
business once the aerospace ecosystem takes off, putting us on a new
sustainability footing.
When fully operational, the Company will be providing high-skilled
employment, consisting of engineers, skilled workers and management
personnel, in the area of high value hard metal machining. UMW
Aerospace is expected to have an indirect economic effect, which is
estimated to create job opportunities for the Serendah community
through both direct and indirect employment.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ST E WA R D S H I P

Go Green,
What does environmental stewardship mean to us?
Environmental stewardship means that we remain fully committed to do our part in protecting the environment and
being in harmony with nature, managing resource use, reducing waste and being energy efficient.
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At UMW, we have a long-standing
practice of environmental
conservation drawn from a deep
and profound understanding
of the importance of harmony
and coexistence with nature. As
a conglomerate with extensive
manufacturing capabilities, we
draw on the resources from the
land for raw materials and hence
have an obligation to mitigate
the environmental impact of our
business activities.

Our commitment to environmental sustainability is
not limited to our business practices, but also extends
to the environmental performance of our products.
For the most part, our environmental goals,
programmes and frameworks are developed in
partnership with our principals.
For example, our UMW Toyota Motor champions
its environmental stewardship programme through
the Toyota Environmental Action Plan (“TEAP”). As
Toyota’s assembler and distributor, environmental
preservation is ingrained in the daily activities of
this division as guided by TEAP. TEAP is a five-year
plan, covering all business areas from manufacturing
to managing end-of-life vehicles. The sixth TEAP was
issued in April 2016, marking 30 years of worldwide
environmental preservation.
The rest of our Group has also implemented various
environmental management systems. Our main
business units have received certification from the
respective bodies and work to ensure that they are in
compliance with the requirements at all times.
Apart from developing frameworks with partners,
we strive to ensure that all our units comply with

local environmental laws. Our Equipment Division, for example, develops its own
environmental programme based on strict adherence to environmental laws. This
can be seen in terms of managing effluents and waste such as used lubricants
when servicing forklifts.
UMW understands that protecting the environment is directly related to our
long-term sustainability goals. In improving our environmental track record, we
have identified several focus areas that are directly relevant to our Group, namely:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring energy efficiency
Monitoring our emissions
Reducing effluents and waste
Water conservation and treatment
Managing resources and materials

These efforts are collated and reported collectively under our Group environmental
material indicators. The indicators reported here include data from the Group’s
Malaysian subsidiaries from our core businesses, namely Automotive, Equipment
(covering Heavy Equipment and Industrial Equipment businesses only) and M&E.
ENSURING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
We are a heavy user of energy given the nature of our businesses. Our production
processes are the main users of energy although our servicing businesses also
contribute to our energy consumption. For example, our Equipment Division has
several sales and distribution branches across Malaysia, all of which consume
electricity at a rate expected of a typical corporate office or showroom.
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In addition, our servicing vans and fleets utilise diesel to service
our Equipment customers across various construction, logging
and mining industries. Meanwhile, our production plants consume
energy in a variety of forms including electricity drawn from the
national grid and in the combustion of other fuels such as natural
gas.

UMW Corporation Sdn Bhd (“UMW Corporation”) based in Shah
Alam runs a continual Energy Saving Campaign to raise awareness
among its staff and to secure greater buy-in to participate in our
initiatives. As part of the campaign, we switch off the air conditioning
in our buildings during lunch and when there are fewer employees
in the office working overtime.

Energy usage contributes to the carbon footprint of the UMW
organisation, and we recognise that we have a part to play
in maximising energy efficiency to reduce our impact on the
environment. All our offices have energy-saving initiatives in place,
and we also conduct regular energy conservation campaigns in all
our businesses.

UMW Toyota Motor’s energy efficiency initiatives overlap with
TEAP’s policy on carbon emissions. In addition, the division also
tracks other environment-related data points that contribute to the
Group’s overall sustainability performance.

FEATURET TE:
E N E R GY S AV I N G R E M I N D E R S I N I T I AT I V E S I N O U R O F F I C E S

When it comes to energy efficiency, we recognise that every
little bit of energy savings can add up quickly to make a
substantial difference to the environment. With our large
number of offices for all our business units throughout Malaysia,
the energy savings initiatives from seemingly trivial actions –
such as turning off the lights in vacant rooms or turning off the
air conditioning during lunch – can help us reduce our carbon
footprint.
Moreover, we recognise that energy efficiency is as much habit as
it is knowledge. Hence, by cultivating this behaviour in our staff,
our hope is that they will bring these energy efficiency habits
home with them and effect change outside of the workplace.
The following statistics are related to the energy usage within
the Group in 2016.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION (GJ)
Unit

2015

2016

GJ

544,968.47

461,664.95

Unit

2015

2016

Automotive

GJ

429,222.60

341,610.22

Equipment

GJ

21,424.81

22,333.48

M&E

GJ

87,030.78

90,357.88

UMW Corporation

GJ

7,290.28

7,363.37

Group
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MONITORING OUR EMISSIONS
Carbon emissions are the main cause of climate change with human activity identified as one of the main sources. UMW has voluntarily
taken measures to reduce its carbon emissions by enhancing fuel and energy efficiencies, and by implementing initiatives directed at
reducing or eliminating the Group’s CO2 emissions.
The energy efficiency measures undertaken by our operations are drawn from our Group-wide commitment to reduction and also from the
policies of our principal partners such as TMC or KYB Japan. Our aim is to establish a carbon reduction target for our Group as a whole in
the near future to serve as an aspiration and benchmark for our future initiatives.
In addition to reducing our CO2 emissions as part of the reduction of energy use, UMW is also committed to the direct reduction of our
emissions in our manufacturing, production and transportation processes. The following is a comparative chart of the Group’s emissions
for the year under review.
CARBON EMISSIONS (TCO2-E)
SCOPE 1
Unit

2015

2016

tCO2-e

70,658.74

58,435.01

Unit

2015

2016

Automotive

tCO2-e

58,121.43

45,071.44

Equipment

tCO2-e

2,029.05

2,155.27

M&E

tCO2-e

9,413.30

10,102.36

UMW Corporation

tCO2-e

1,094.96

1,105.94

Group

REDUCING EFFLUENTS AND WASTE
UMW is committed to the proper handling of its effluents and waste
in line with all local regulations and requirements. Solid waste from
our offices in Shah Alam is managed by Cerah Alam Sdn Bhd, an
independent contractor with over 30 years of experience in the
waste treatment industry. To promote environmentally friendly
habits among our employees, we measure the amount of solid
waste produced annually and challenge them to reduce the amount
in the following year.
Our Equipment Division produces scheduled waste in the form
of used lubricants and batteries resulting from the servicing of
customer vehicles. These are disposed of in compliance with
the Department of Environment’s regulations. Our Automotive
Division, in addition to the waste and effluent management plans
put in place as part of TEAP, also uses recycled water that we treat
in our own water treatment plant. In doing so, we reduce the burden
on public water treatment facilities and ensure that recycled water
quality meets the needs of our production facilities.

In the M&E Division, the management of waste and effluents is an
important priority because of the substantial volume of by-products
generated in the materials manufacturing process. The treatment of
industrial waste and effluents is strictly managed to ensure proper
disposal at all times.
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FEATURET TE:
K Y B - U M W M A L AY S I A I N N O VAT I O N S E E S S U B S TA N T I A L WA S T E A N D C O S T R E D U C T I O N

Waste is a natural by-product of manufacturing. In 2016, KYB-UMW Malaysia generated 394 tonnes of scheduled waste
comprising grinding waste, paint waste, chrome waste, zinc waste and other by-products. Grinding waste made up a substantial
portion of this, accounting for 41.4% of total scheduled waste.

Recognising the opportunity to improve our processes in
the spirit of Kaizen, we sought out new solutions aimed at
reducing the amount of waste as well as decreasing the cost
of disposing of the waste. In 2015, we started an initiative
to de-water grinding waste on de-watering racks. Through
this, we managed to reduce 20% of sludge weight, directly
reducing our disposal cost, which is often based on weight.
The de-watered waste was subsequently sent for disposal via
incineration.
In 2016, we further enhanced this process by segregating the
de-watered waste into daily waste and maintenance waste in
order to lower its drying time. KYB-UMW Malaysia fabricated
two de-watering racks to be used for daily and maintenance
waste thereby diminishing the de-watering time from 30 to
20 days. The separation of our waste has not only improved
our scheduled waste storage space but has also improved the
quality of our grinding waste.
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Despite the success of the initial initiative, we believed that we
could further improve on our results and sent a sample of our
waste to a Department of Environment-licensed contractor
to determine if any useful material could be extracted from
this waste. Upon further analysis, we discovered that metal
ferrite could be unearthed from this grinding waste through
pyrolysis. Metal ferrite powder is often used as a raw material
for ink and paint manufacturing.
Selling our waste to the contractor for extraction of metal
ferrite has led to a lower disposal cost as opposed to sending
the same for incineration. Additionally, we determined that
the amount of CO2 emitted from the recovery of metal ferrite
through pyrolysis was 40% lower than incineration thereby
resulting in lower carbon emissions.
In recognition of this initiative, the Group received KYB Japan’s
President’s Award for Environmental Toxic Waste Reduction.

- E N V I RO N M E N TA L ST E WA R D S H I P -

To meet stringent quality requirements, our M&E Division is not allowed to reuse scrap metal in its production lines. Scrap metal arising
from the manufacturing process is therefore sold to recycling facilities although measures are in place to ensure that we optimise the use
of each sheet of metal.
The following is a comparative chart of our Group’s waste production in 2016.
WASTE GENERATED (TONNES)
Unit

2015

2016

tonnes

5,744.71

7,443.21

Unit

2015

2016

Scheduled

tonnes

4,757.24

6,593.18

General

tonnes

987.47

850.03

Group
WASTE GENERATED BY TYPE (TONNES) - GROUP

WATER CONSERVATION AND TREATMENT
Our commitment to resource management extends to our water
management and treatment initiatives. The Group manages its
water impact with measures ranging from passive initiatives
(water monitoring and tracking) to proactive initiatives including
construction of treatment facilities to ensure we return pure water
back into our ecosystems. There is presently no Group-wide target
benchmarking our water initiatives, but we aim to develop our
water goals in the near future.
UMW Corporation conducts a continuous Save Water Campaign to
raise awareness and educate its employees about the importance of
water conservation. The intention of the corporate centre’s water
initiatives is to underscore the importance of water conservation as
a collective effort, which is the responsibility of all, and not just of
our employees working on the manufacturing side. Similar tracking
and monitoring mechanisms are in place at our Equipment Division
where its water impact is also relatively small compared to other
business divisions.

The following chart provides an overview of our water consumption
in 2016.
WATER WITHDRAWAL (M3)
Unit
Group

m

3

Unit
Automotive

m

Equipment

3

2015

2016

439,173.53 407,901.11
2015

2016

316,168.00 275,436.23

3

m

18,814.53

20,955.51

M&E

m

3

93,807.00

96,098.36

UMW Corporation

m3

10,384.00

15,411.00
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MANAGING RESOURCES
AND MATERIALS
We commission raw materials as inputs
into our manufacturing plants and hence
environmental conservation begins here.
Procuring of raw materials and resources is
governed by strict and robust procurement
systems. We have in place various supplier
assessment programmes and environmental
track record is one of the key areas we
consider when procuring materials. Our
Group’s procurement policy includes green
initiatives, such as encouraging suppliers to
be environmentally friendly.
This indicator is relevant to both our
Automotive and our M&E Divisions. As
the rest of our divisions use only marginal
amounts of raw material as inputs in their
business activities, this indicator has been
deemed not relevant to them.

MATERIALS USED (TONNES)

Group

2015

2016

tonnes

35,339.44

35,830.83

SPECIAL FOCUS – THE TOYOTA ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION PLAN – 6TH EDITION
As we are chiefly involved in the automotive business in Malaysia, the environmental policy
of our UMW Toyota Motor is aligned with the commitments of our principal car partner. For
example, TMC has outlined its environmental commitments under the Toyota Earth Charter
(“the Charter”) where all Toyota affiliates have been charged with minimising emissions
and waste in the pursuit of environmentally friendly technologies. The ultimate aim of the
Charter is to promote the harmonious coexistence of the environment and economy.
While UMW Toyota Motor is obliged to uphold the tenets of this Charter as TMC’s partner
in Malaysia, we have integrated the basic goals of the Charter into our Sustainability Policy
as basic guidelines for our approach to environmental protection.

The main function of our corporate
centre is to administer the Group from
our headquarters located in Shah Alam,
Selangor. As the administrative lead, the
corporate centre is responsible for leading
Group-wide sustainability initiatives and
also for taking the lead in implementing
sustainability-related activities including
CSR activities. Since 2015, the corporate
centre has implemented a “No Plastic”
campaign, which aims at reducing the use
of plastic bags, cutlery and other disposable
items to reduce its staff’s impact on the
environment.
On the M&E side, the division has
implemented a strategic policy towards
striving to import only half of the raw
materials required while the rest is to be
sourced locally. This policy has the intended
effect of reducing carbon emissions related
to the import of materials and bolstering
the local marketplace, in effect creating a
more sustainable supply chain. To further
ensure that our production processes are
operating at maximum efficiency, raw
materials – such as base oil used in our
lubricant manufacturing businesses – are
tracked.
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FEATURET TE:
TOYOTA: DRIVING ENVIRONMENTAL AC TION

Toyota’s philosophy and policies on the environment are based on principles established in 1992 under the Toyota Earth Charter
and subsequently revised in 2000. This Charter is shared by Toyota’s 559 affiliates worldwide, including by our UMW Toyota Motor.
In 2015, TMC formulated its first long-term vision for its environmental initiatives, i.e. the Toyota Environmental Challenge 2050.
Under the Challenge, the automotive manufacturer is committed to become an organisation that will have a net positive impact
on the environment rather than just mitigate its impact. Six ambitious targets have been outlined for 2050 including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing vehicle CO2 levels by 90% from 2010 levels,
Reducing CO2 levels to zero in the manufacturing, processing,
disposal and recycling of vehicles,
Reducing CO2 emissions from its manufacturing plants,
Reducing the amount of water used and returning purified water to
the environment,
Establishing a recycling-based society and systems, and
Establishing a future society in harmony with nature.

Toyota’s environmental journey is divided into five-year plans, otherwise
known as Toyota Environmental Action Plans (“TEAP”). The sixth TEAP
kicked off in 2016 and will expire in 2020.
TEAP’s initiatives are divided into four focus areas: Low Carbon,
Recycling, Harmony with Nature and Management. The initiatives and
challenges identified under TEAP 2016 contribute to the overarching
goals of the Challenge, but also specify specific short-term goals for
Toyota’s operations both within and outside Japan. For more detailed
information about Toyota’s global environmental commitments, please
visit its website at www.toyota-global.com

BACKGROUND
UMW Toyota Motor outlined the foundations of its environmental policies in 2000 in collaboration with the Department of Environment.
In 2002, we launched our environmental policy and introduced our 5-Year Environmental Action Plan to serve as a guide for the division’s
environmental initiatives and targets. In formulating our environmental policy in 2002, our sustainability priorities were extended beyond
minimum legal compliance to focus on higher standards in line with our sustainability vision. Some of the initiatives we introduced earlier
on included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The monitoring of air and water and extending our environmental policy into our after-sales facilities (2003)
Our Toyota Suppliers Environmental Guidelines (2003)
Our integrated Environment, Safety and Health Policy (2004)
Commencing the formal certification of the environmental management systems (“EMS”) of our branches (2004)
Establishing targets to certify all sites with ISO:14001 certification (2005)
Introducing our Dealers’ Environmental Risk Audit Programme at all service and dealers’ outlets (2005)
Enhancing the Toyota Suppliers Environmental Guidelines by integrating the Toyota Green Purchasing Standards set by TMC (2006)
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Subsequently, we made a key decision to align our environmental
policy with the global environmental goals of the 4th TEAP (20062010) in 2006 upon the completion of our 5-Year Plan. As per the
stipulation of TEAP, our UMW Toyota Motor has committed itself to
the following goals:
•

To become the leader in environmental conservation among
automotive companies in Malaysia
To minimise pollution through proactive prevention measures,
conservation of natural resources and recycling efforts
To promote environmental and conservation efforts to our
business partners
To actively disclose environmental information to the public
To strive to comply and achieve a better performance level

•
•
•
•

We renewed our commitment and made appropriate adjustments
to our environmental policy and initiatives when TEAP was updated
to its fifth edition in 2011 and once again last year following TMC’s
issuance of TEAP’s sixth edition.
AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION’S SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICE
TODAY
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Reduce water consumption in production activities.
Reduce waste and use resources efficiently in production activities.
Reduce packaging materials and use resources efficiently in
logistics activities.
Promote nature conservation activity “Connecting regional
conservation activities with region and community”.
Boost contribution to environmental education “Connecting
environmental activities to the future”.
Promote environmental contribution through biotechnology and
afforestation business automotive peripheral technology, and
forest conservation activities.
Promote strengthening
management.

of

consolidated

environmental

Promote environmental activities in cooperation with business
partners (suppliers).
Promote environmental activities in cooperation with business
partners (dealers and distributors).

Enhance active disclosure of environmental information and
communication.
OUR BENCHMARKS

These six challenges are divided into 26 distinct Action Items, each
of which comes with its own set of discrete targets. UMW Toyota
Motor Group has chosen to work on 14 out of the 26 Action Items
because of their relevance to the local context. These include-

MONITORING OUR
EMISSIONS

CO2 emission reduction in production activities.

Further strengthen global employee education and awareness
activities.

New Vehicle Zero CO2 Emissions Challenge
Life Cycle Zero CO2 Emissions Challenge
Plant Zero CO2 Emissions Challenge
Minimising and Optimising Water Usage
Establishing a Recycling-based Society and Systems
Establishing a Future Society in Harmony with Nature

ENSURING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

Pursue increased transport efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions
in logistics activities.

Reduce volatile organic compound (“VOC”) emissions in
production activities.

UMW Toyota Motor’s sustainability practice is aligned with the
Toyota Global Challenge 2050, which identifies six challenges for
the motor group:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Action Items

In addition to meeting the environmental targets specified by TMC,
UMW Toyota Motor’s environmental initiatives also contribute to
the targets set by the UMW Group. UMW Toyota Motor contributes
to our report in the five key material areas outlined for the Group
as follows:

REDUCING
EFFLUENT AND
WASTE

WATER
CONSERVATION
AND TREATMENT

MANAGING
RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS
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ENSURING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In particular, we track and monitor the fuel consumption of our plants on an annual basis to ensure that they meet our targets for reduced
consumption. Electricity consumption is similarly tracked and monitored, and benchmarked against targets every year.

FEATURET TE:
H A R N E S S I N G R E N E WA B L E E N E R G Y A T A S S E M B LY S E R V I C E S S D N B H D ( “A S S B ” )

In 2015, ASSB was fitted with solar panels on a medium-scale to
reduce its dependence on electricity obtained from the grid in
line with TEAP. The photovoltaic module (“PV”) system features
630 solar panels and can generate up to 204,324 kWh of clean,
renewable electricity per annum and effectively reduces the size of
our carbon footprint. The following tables provide a brief overview
of the power and energy generated from solar panels in 2015 and
2016.
Electricity Generation by
Renewable Sources

Unit

2015

2016

Solar panels

kWh

129,952

198,104

Energy Consumption From
Renewable Sources

Unit

2015

2016

GJ

467.83

713.17

Solar panels

MONITORING OUR EMISSIONS

REDUCING EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

TEAP contains a comprehensive and detailed list of Action Items
related to the reduction of emissions in the production and
manufacture of Toyota vehicles in addition to the development of
new energy efficient Toyota vehicles.

Under TEAP, UMW Toyota Motor is obliged to track and manage
the effluents and waste arising from its production processes. UMW
Toyota Motor is expected to promote waste volume reduction by
developing and introducing relevant production technology and
through daily Kaizen activities. It is also expected to reduce the
volume of scrap metal and promote the effective use of resources
throughout the Company. Our initiatives are also in compliance
with the guidelines of the Department of Environment with whom
we conduct regular engagement.

At UMW Toyota Motor Group, our priority is twofold: promoting
the sale of next-generation energy efficient vehicles and meeting
the emission reduction targets set for Toyota affiliates under TEAP.
The latter is implemented via several different initiatives including:
•

•
•

•

Implementing the Eco Vehicle Assessment System (“Eco-VAS”)
environmental assessment system at every stage of vehicle
development
Pursuing increased transport efficiency and minimising carbon
emissions in logistics activities
Actively participating in TMC’s initiative to promote an
integrated approach in traffic flow management and eco-driving
to reduce carbon emissions in road transport sectors
Reducing CO2 emissions in our production activities

With respect to the individual business units of the UMW Toyota
Motor Group, the most significant producer of waste and wastewater
is its vehicle assembly arm, namely ASSB. For the purposes of
managing its environmental impact, ASSB tracks the amount of
wastewater produced and sends it for treatment accordingly.
Effluents by Method

Unit

2015

2016

Wastewater treatment

m

35,650.70

65,743.00

Sewage treatment

m

27,873.34

57,250.00

Total Effluents

m

63,524.04

122,993.00

3
3
3
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WATER CONSERVATION
AND TREATMENT
Our water conservation and treatment
efforts are also bound by the comprehensive
TEAP, which is focused on reducing water
consumption in our production activities.
TEAP undertakes to continuously promote
water conservation through new initiatives
coordinated with new plants and line
changeover plans, and through Kaizen in the
workplace. Under TEAP, Toyota affiliates are
expected to promote the use of the highest
water reduction activities in each region.
At UMW Toyota Motor, we have a rigorous
water usage monitoring system in place
to track the amount of water used from
year to year. Meanwhile, we also have a
continuously running Save Water Campaign
to encourage our staff to be more conscious
of their water usage and to conserve water
where possible.
ASSB is one of UMW Toyota Motor’s
significant water users and draws its
water from two other sources in addition
to municipal water supplies. It has a
constructed tube well which channels
groundwater, and also reuses recycled
water drawn from its water treatment plant.
By using water from alternative sources
other than the municipal pipes, ASSB
reduces its impact on the total amount
of water available and also puts naturally
occurring groundwater and recycled water
to good use. The following table provides an
overview of ASSB’s use of groundwater and
recycled water for 2015 and 2016.

Water Withdrawal

Unit

2015

2016

Drawn from tube wells

m

184,939.00

152,505.00

Drawn from recycled water

m

95,479.00

71,607.00
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MANAGING RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
UMW Toyota Motor’s management of resources and materials is aligned with the TEAP
goal of reducing the usage of dwindling natural resources. Priority is placed on increasing
the use of renewable resources and recycled materials where possible. Particular emphasis
is placed on reducing the use of petroleum-based plastics by developing recycled resin
or ecological plastic technology and establishing a used resin collection system. Our
operations also emphasise the reuse of rare resources such as rare earth-based materials
and the development of carbon fibre reinforced plastic (“CFRP”) technologies.
Under TEAP, our Automotive procurement policies are guided by the Toyota Green
Purchasing Guideline (“TGPG”), which is aimed at meeting the environmental challenge by
going beyond zero-impact towards making a net positive environmental impact. The TGPG
makes specific requests of its suppliers and vendors to ensure that their business activities
are environmentally friendly and that they can provide long-term and stable procurement
of cost-effective products. Some of the key criteria expected of suppliers and vendors under
TGPG include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Creating and implementing environmental management systems and continuously
improving on their environmental conservation activities (for e.g., they must be certified
under ISO14001)
Working towards reducing GHG emissions through the entire lifecycle of their products
Reducing their impact on water supply and quality
Promoting resource reduction and recycling of their products in both their manufacturing
plants and their logistics activities
Complying with all applicable laws in their management of chemical substances
Ensuring that their products and activities contribute to biodiversity and promote the
concept of harmony with nature
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DYNAMIC
WORKFORCE

Our Workforce,
UMW regards its employees as among its most important assets and as crucial determinants of the Company’s
performance today and in the future. Additionally, our talents today are next in line to take over the management and
stewardship of our Company, hence the need for them to be prepared with the requisite skills and ability to lead the
organisation. Our focus on building a sustainable workforce is therefore in line with both our sustainability commitment
and our goal to build a relevant business.
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OUR MANPOWER STRENGTH

In building a dynamic
workforce, we are developing
a team of individuals focused
on our commitment to
excellence towards a mutual
goal of building an industryleading Company.

Our workforce has grown in tandem with the operational demands of our growing Group.
Nevertheless, we have strived to establish a strong human capital base to anchor talent
development and to ensure that people are valued and rewarded appropriately. UMW
acknowledges that our people have been our key assets and enablers of our success over
the past century, and will continue to be the main drivers that will transform the Group into
becoming a high-performing organisation.
In recognition of the importance of our talent base, our human capital teams across
the Group are dedicated to creating programmes, events and experiences emphasising
our values and culture as a Group. We also strive to foster a culture that keeps lines of
communication open between all levels of staff.

Over the years, as UMW has expanded the
size of its operations, we have continued
to prioritise the importance of keeping
staff morale high and maintaining open
interpersonal relations. Employees are
immersed in the UMW culture to build a
profound understanding of the Group’s
mission and vision, translating to effective
execution.
Meanwhile, we have embedded four
core values across the Group, namely
Honourable, Vibrant, Unshakeable and
Pioneering. These values represent the
expectations that we have of our staff and
are interpreted in the following ways:
•

•

•

•

Honourable to facilitate our efforts
in building trust and establishing
relationships by maintaining the
highest levels of integrity in every one
of our relationships
Vibrant in terms of developing new ideas
and fresh thinking in developing solutions
to enhance our products and services
Unshakeable in our commitment to
build loyalty in our customers, principal
partners and other stakeholders of the
organisation
A Pioneering spirit in line with our
founder’s aspiration of being bold and
taking risks that develop and shape our
industries

Collectively, these values ensure a
sustainable workforce that will take us
forward into the next century.

UMW’S WORKFORCE BY THE NUMBERS
Total Workforce by Region :

Unit

2015

2016

pax

10,876

10,171

Unit

2015

2016

Automotive

pax

7,325

6,857

Equipment

pax

1,047

992

M&E

pax

1,197

1,217

Malaysian subsidiary
Total Malaysian Subsidiary Workforce by Division :

Oil & Gas

pax

696

502

Others

pax

611

603

pax

10,876

10,171

Unit

2015

2016

Executive Director/Director

pax

21

22

Senior General Manager/General Manager

pax

76

78

Assistant General Manager/Senior Manager

pax

188

181

Malaysian Workforce :

Manager/Assistant Manager

pax

736

723

Senior Executive/Executive

pax

2,324

2,229

Non-Management

pax

7,531

6,938

Total workforce in Malaysian operations

pax

10,876

10,171
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RECRUITMENT INITIATIVES
UMW is on a constant lookout for new
talents who can add value to our Group.
We scout all possible avenues of talent
recruitment and are active participants at
local career fairs and campus recruitment
events. In supporting our sustainability
objectives, we have established various
corporate sustainability activities in order to
instil innovation and employee engagement
in the mind-set of our employees in order to
operate in a high-performance culture.
UMW’s Group Human Resource Division
(“GHRD”) embarked on an aggressive
recruitment campaign to locate talents to
support our new business - UMW Aerospace
Sdn Bhd, Malaysia’s first Tier 1 aerospace
equipment supplier to Rolls-Royce. We
recruited five Malaysians from Abu Dhabi
to be part of the Pioneer Team in UMW
Aerospace on top of 45 local employees
who joined us in 2016.
UMW participated in the 2016 UKECGraduan Career & Education Fair in London,
England for the fourth consecutive year.
Our participation supports the Malaysian
Government’s efforts to bring local talents
studying abroad back to Malaysia as well
as to meet our own Group’s talent needs.
Training and certification of recruiters is
ongoing to ensure that our recruiters are
certified and capable of selecting best-fit
candidates for UMW.
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Malaysian Subsidiary
Workforce :

Unit

2015

2016

New hires

pax

1,220

912

Turnover

pax

1,287

1,586

%

11.9

15.6

Turnover rate
BENEFITS & COMPENSATION

Salaries and wages at UMW are at a level that is on par with, if not above, the level of pay
across the overall Malaysian industrial sector. We are also a leader in providing benefits at a
level above the industry average. We constantly participate in market remuneration surveys
to ensure that our compensation positioning is market-competitive. Some of the benefits
extended to our full-time employees include the following:
•
•
•
•

Medical coverage for employees, their spouses and children
Insurance coverage for employees
Above minimum mandatory employer contribution to the Employees Provident Fund
(“EPF”) for eligible employees
Maternity, compassionate/congratulatory and pilgrimage leave on top of annual leave
Malaysian Subsidiary
Workforce :
Number of maternal leave
% return to work after
maternal leave

Unit

2015

2016

pax

126

123

%

99%

96%

UMW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME
UMW Group regards our employees’ families as a part of our own. In addition to
competitive benefits coverage, we also have in place our UMW Scholarship Programme
for UMW employees’ children. With education costs increasing every year, we aim to help
our employees’ children reach their full educational potential at local universities. The
scholarship programme acts as a token of appreciation from the Company for the loyalty
and commitment of the employees towards the Company’s wellbeing. In 2016, six scholars
were selected to be a part of the scholarship programme.
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In 2016, five young talents were selected
for the programme after going through a
stringent selection process which included
aptitude tests, interviews and business case
study presentations.
SL1M-UMW: GRADUATE
ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME (“GEP”)
As a leading industrial enterprise, UMW
has much to offer in preparing young
graduates to enter the increasingly complex
working environment. The SL1M-UMW
programme was initiated in response to the
Government’s call for local employers to
produce employable and skilled graduates.
In 2016, UMW trained 302 SL1M-UMW:
GEP participants. The programme consists
of soft and functional skills development,
as well as on-the-job training for industry
experience. The trainings were conducted
internally by UMW line trainers.
PRODUCING “ALL ROUNDER”
EMPLOYEES
While UMW’s businesses are typically
in highly specialised fields requiring
specific expertise, the Group nevertheless
recognises the importance of developing
our people to be “all-rounders”. This means
that while we expect our employees to be
highly qualified and skilled in their areas of
specialisation, we also recognise the value
of having employees with well-developed
soft skills, such as critical thinking,
leadership, problem solving and effective
communication skills. Employees should
also have a rudimentary knowledge about
other components of business in the value
chain that may have an impact on them.
The focus is therefore on building both
expertise and soft skills in our employees,
and UMW conducts a number of initiatives
towards these ends. UMW’s employees are
subject to regular performance reviews.
Management staff will be assessed twice
yearly while non-management staff will be
evaluated once yearly.

Investing in the development of employees
is an essential pillar of sustainable business
and the bedrock of our success. Every
year, UMW’s Training and Development
Department
organises
in-house
management and leadership courses, as
well as functional and technical workshops.
UMW also provides a budget for external
training and development for relevant staff.
UMW EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
The UMW Executive Development
Programme (“UEDP”) is designed to
develop UMW’s future leaders by exposing
young talents to the various areas within
the organisation. It is a comprehensive plan
comprising a three-year programme where
participants are immersed in development
programmes and a job rotation schedule to
maximise their exposure. Upon completion
of the first year of the programme, the
trainees will be deployed within the Group
with their performance and development
constantly monitored to assess eligibility
for the talent pool.

UMW TECHNICAL ACADEMY (“UTAc”)
UTAc’s role is to develop skilled talents in
the Group by providing formal technical
training and certification through a series
of programmes via collaboration with
the Department of Skills Development
(“DSD”). The academy is equipped with a
comprehensive range of equipment and
machinery for apprentices to develop their
skills and experience.
The Skim Latihan Dual Nasional programme
has become the flagship programme
for UTAc since its inception in 2013. In
2016, UTAc organised the SLDN Khas &
Peningkatan Tahap programme for UMW
Equipment Sdn Bhd’s trainee mechanics.
Eighteen trainee mechanics were awarded
SKM Level 1 and 2 (Earth Moving Equipment)
upon completion of the programme.
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ENGAGING LEADERSHIP

FEATURET TE:
UMW TRAINING CENTRE SDN BHD
- A E R O S PAC E A N D H VM S T R AT E GY D E V E LO PM E N T

Developing leaders is a crucial component
of UMW’s sustainability efforts to build an
enduring business. Since the formalisation
of the Group’s succession planning
framework in 2012, the Company’s talent
pool has almost doubled from the initial
100 talents to its current size of 172 talents.

UMW Training Centre Sdn Bhd (“UTC”) was
established in 2016 in recognition of the
Group’s need for skilled expertise in High Value
Manufacturing (“HVM”) and in the aerospace
industry. UTC serves as the catalyst to secure
skills capabilities for HVM and is focused on the
fulfilment of manpower needs, organisational
requirements and the development of a
high-performance culture to take our
operational capabilities to the next level.

Ongoing efforts are in place to identify,
assess and develop these talents to ensure
that they meet their full potential. Under
our leadership training programme, these
candidates are given opportunities to attend
training programmes from established
learning partners, e.g. Harvard Business
School; Harvard Business Publishing, an
affiliate of Harvard Business School; ICLIF;
Leaderonomics; Dale Carnegie; etc. A total
of 33 talents have graduated from UMW
Leadership Direct, a programme started
in 2015 with a comprehensive learning
journey of face-to-face sessions, webinars
and group business simulations and online
assignments, in a period of one-and-a-half
years.

UTC’s establishment is aligned with
the vision outlined by the Malaysian
Industry-Government Group for High
Technology (“MIGHT”), a trade organisation
aimed at driving the growth of high technology
competency and capacity in Malaysia. UTC is
poised to be the prime centre for aerospace
education and training in Southeast Asia.
UTC has been tasked with developing a
structured training programme, i.e. the
aerospace’s 5-Step Pack, which will develop
skilled talent. This is in line with our strategic
goal to secure greater HVM business
opportunities for a more sustainable future.

Malaysian Subsidiary
Workforce :
Average training per employee
Malaysian Subsidiary
Workforce :

LEARNING FROM LEADERS SERIES

Unit

2015

2016

Hours

24.10

34.34

Unit

2015

2016

-

-

Average training per employee
by category:
Executive Director/Director

Hours

14.15

27.89

Senior General Manager/
General Manager

Hours

33.62

37.66

Assistant General Manager/
Senior Manager

Hours

22.77

24.62

Manager/Assistant Manager

Hours

22.69

30.47

Senior Executive/Executive

Hours

25.16

35.12

Non-Management

Hours

26.30

50.21
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The Learning from Leaders Series aims
to give our leadership candidates greater
opportunities to interact with and learn
from Group Senior Leaders in an informal
manner. In 2016, two sessions were
conducted with our previous Group
Chairman Tan Sri Asmat Kamaluddin and
President & CEO of Perodua Datuk Aminar
Rashid Salleh. The speakers delivered the
lectures “Building Resilience for Success”
and “Leadership & Transformation”
respectively.
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TOWN HALL SESSIONS AND EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
UMW’s town hall sessions update employees
on the Company’s business performance
and activities in a less formal and more
interactive fashion. The sessions also foster
closer relationships between members of
management and employees. Two town hall
sessions were held in 2016. We also conduct
regular employee engagement activities, for
example celebrating major festivals, sports
tournaments and recreational activities.
These non-work get-togethers are part of
our overall efforts to keep morale high and
to build better interpersonal relationships
between all members of our organisation.
DIVERSITY & EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
UMW Group’s rallying call of Beyond
Boundaries aims to eliminate all barriers
and achieve greater heights in our
performance. Our talent management
programme is responding to that call by
ensuring that it does not discriminate
against our employees by creating a level
playing field for all regardless of gender,
ethnic background and skin colour. Rather,
our recruitment practices are focused only

RECRUITMENT,
SELECTION AND
RETENTION

on core proficiencies – competencies,
potential and, most importantly, a strong
desire to succeed together as part of the
UMW family.
We are pleased to report that we have
continued to maintain our record of zero
reports with regard to complaints of
discrimination in the workplace during the
period under review.
INCLUSIVITY IN THE COMPOSITION OF
OUR WORKFORCE
Diversity and inclusivity are important to us
at UMW Group as this ensures a plurality
of ideas, perspectives and solutions to
help us overcome problems and obstacles.
Moreover, our communities both in

LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT

WORKING
ENVIRONMENT

Malaysia and overseas are becoming
increasingly diverse with globalisation
driving the movement of peoples across
borders. This diversity is also evident in
our workforce, as well as in the ranks of our
customers, suppliers and stakeholders. We
recognise the value of a diverse workforce
in terms of helping us better understand
the needs of our large and diverse customer
base to support sales growth and improve
customer retention.
Diversity does not stop at the hiring stage.
It is the responsibility of all employees,
particularly the management employees,
to promote diversity and inclusion through
their behaviours and attitudes and effective
use of their influence and authority in the
areas of:

PROMOTION
AND CAREER
PROGRESSION

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF
EMPLOYMENT

In 2016, Non-Bumi staff made up 25.2% of our Malaysian workforce and filled 31.5% of all management positions.
Malaysian Workforce by Ethnicity :

Unit

2015

2016

Bumiputera

pax

8,044

7,613

Chinese

pax

1,803

1,644

Indian

pax

726

673

Others

pax

303

241

Total Malaysian subsidiary workforce

pax

10,876

10,171
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As for our workforce’s age profile, the age ratio of our staff involved in Malaysian operations reflects the relatively young age profile of the
Malaysian population. In 2016, about 30.3% of employees were below 30 years, 39.7% were between 30 and 40, 20.5% were between
40 and 50 and 9.5% were above 50. With the implementation of the Minimum Retirement Age Act 2012, employees can remain employed
after age 55.
Malaysian Subsidiary Workforce by Age :

Unit

2015

2016

Less than 30 years old

pax

4,046

3,082

Between 30 and 40 years old

pax

4,002

4,038

Between 40 and 50 years old

pax

2,001

2,085

More than 50 years old

pax

837

966

Workforce in Malaysian operations

pax

10,876

10,171

UMW is committed to creating an inclusive working environment catering to the diversity of our stakeholders to help our people fulfil their
potential and maximise their contributions and to ensure fair treatment for all. Our employment policies and practices are meritocratic and
are formulated solely on the basis of the individual’s capabilities and potential in relation to our business needs.
ENCOURAGING WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION
In 2016, women made up 19.8% of our Malaysian workforce and 10.5% of our total management positions. To encourage and attract the
participation of women in our workforce, UMW ensures the availability of “mom-friendly” facilities such as mothers’ rooms, designated
parking bays for pregnant employees, etc.
Malaysian Subsidiary Workforce by Gender :

Unit

2015

2016

Female employees

pax

2,099

2,014

Male employees

pax

8,777

8,157

Workforce in Malaysian operations

pax

10,876

10,171

Unit

2015

2016

Executive Director/Director

pax

2

2

Senior General Manager/General Manager

pax

8

7

Assistant General Manager/Senior Manager

pax

48

48

Manager/Assistant Manager

pax

242

237

Senior Executive/Executive

pax

793

770

Non-Management

pax

1,006

950

2,099

2,014

Malaysian Female Workforce by Category :

Female workforce in Malaysian operations
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In line with the Government’s aspiration to have at least 30%
women’s representation in decision-making positions of Malaysian
public companies, the Company has appointed three women
Directors. As of 2016, women’s representation on the Board is 30%.
COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS & LABOUR RELATIONS
UMW Group continues to foster strong and cohesive rapport
with both in-house and national unions based on mutual trust
and respect. In 2014, we commenced negotiations to address the
Collective Agreement (“CA”) due for renewal on 31 December
2014. Following this, the Group concluded the CA 2015-2017
in September 2015 upon benchmarking against industry best
practices, as well as the Group’s. No reviews were conducted in
2016. The next review of the CA will commence in 2017. The notice
period for CA is three years. A total of about 68% of our employees
are non-management, which are covered under the CA.

Malaysian Subsidiary Workforce :

Unit

2015

2016

Management

pax

3,344

3,236

Non-Management

pax

7,532

6,935

Workforce in Malaysian operations

pax

10,876

10,171

WHISTLEBLOWING POLICY

We expect our staff to observe the highest levels of professionalism and business ethics at all times, and view any ethical breaches or
conflicts of interest with the utmost seriousness. In our efforts to build a more transparent and accountable workforce, we implemented
a Whistleblowing Policy in 2009. This policy welcomes disclosures of suspected wrongdoings that include mismanagement, malpractices,
corrupt practices, fraud and abuse of power or breach of any laws and regulations by any member of the Board, management or employees.
The policy provides employees with an avenue to report wrongdoings in an appropriate manner and without fear of reprisal.
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NURTURING THE
COMMUNITY & SOCIETY

Think and Learn,
UMW recognises that its operations take place within the contexts of communities and societies, and depends on
these contexts for the success of its activities. It is therefore in our best interest to ensure the sustainability of
our communities and societies to develop mutually beneficial relationships. UMW is committed to the continual
development of the communities and societies in which it operates to empower and enrich the lives of our stakeholders
through our non-commercial activities.
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In 2008, UMW recognised that Corporate Social Responsibility
(“CSR”) is an integrated component of its brand and created a
CSR unit within the Company.

FEATURET TE:
O U R PA R T N E R S H I P
W I T H M E R C Y M A L AY S I A

The CSR unit is responsible for identifying, implementing and managing the CSR initiatives
of the Group, and for ensuring that our activities are aligned with our strategic vision
of going Beyond Boundaries. Since its founding, our CSR unit has evolved to become an
integral component of our efforts to empower and enrich the communities around us as
part of our overall sustainability framework.
We focus on areas that create the greatest value for our stakeholders including through
volunteering and charitable donations. We are proud to support innovative projects and
solutions in the communities where we work and live to increase the quality of life and
to provide assistance to those that are most in need. Our efforts are also focused on
environmental conservation initiatives such as the promotion of carbon emissions reduction
and greener ways of life.
All of our operations and business divisions are involved in CSR activities based on these
three pillars:
• Community Development
• Environment
• Education

UMW established our partnership
with MERCY Malaysia in 2009. Since
then, UMW has funded the volunteer
relief organisation with a community
service grant amounting to RM3.1
million. MERCY Malaysia is a platform
for Malaysians to participate in the
international humanitarian arena,
and provides relief for disasters
affecting communities both within
and outside Malaysian borders.
We believe that MERCY Malaysia
missions to bring aid to marginalised
groups and peoples stricken by
disaster are in line with our overall
goal of helping our communities in
their time of need.
UMW continued its partnership
with MERCY Malaysia in 2016, and
focused efforts on bridging the gap
in healthcare available to vulnerable
communities in Peninsular Malaysia,
Sabah and Sarawak. Our partnership
with MERCY Malaysia has helped
numerous individuals, with the total
number of people benefiting from the
programme since 2009 totalling more
than 26,000. Employees from UMW
also volunteered in helping deliver
MERCY Malaysia programmes.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: BUILDING CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP
UMW’s community programme provides annual support to a number of non-profit and non-political organisations throughout the country.
The needs of community groups are assessed on a case-by-case basis, and evaluated based on a number of criteria. Over the years, we have
developed a number of different ways to assist and support the communities in which we live and work.

In addition to our collaboration with MERCY Malaysia, UMW sponsored a number of other programmes including:
•
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Collaboration with an NGO called Four Wheelers For Charity-4W4C, where we aim to extend community services to areas with limited
access owing to challenging terrain and locations. Our projects in 2016 were as follows:
•

Kembara MSAM-UMW 2016: Participants, including representatives from Minggu Saham Amanah Malaysia, distributed
essential items including rice, cooking oil, flour and sugar in four villages in the Tapah area, Pahang. Participants also conducted a
gotong-royong (community cleaning drive) at Maahad Tafhiz Al-Quran Al-Iman.

•

Kembara Ramadhan UMW: UMW revisited the community in Laloh, Kelantan where most homes were washed away by the floods
of 2014. During the visit, participants distributed essential items to the villages and organised a Buka Puasa event for them.

•

Jejak Kembara Ilmu UMW: The aim of the visit was to promote education and reading to the Orang Asli students at Sungai Melut,
Dengkil, Selangor. UMW set up a mobile library at the school and conducted a gotong-royong in the school surroundings. In addition,
UMW also awarded a bicycle to the student with the best UPSR results to encourage students to excel in their studies.

•

Helping the underprivileged in Baling, Kedah: UMW visited the Baling community, which had been badly affected by the decline
in rubber prices. Participants helped repair and clean five homes, and distributed essential items to underprivileged families, senior
citizens from Pondok Lanai and to a religious school catering to orphans and misplaced children. Volunteers also spent time with
special needs children during their Sports Day.

•

UMW outing with underprivileged children: UMW took 70 underprivileged children from Rumah Pengasih Warga Prihatin, Kajang,
Pertubuhan Rumah Anak Yatim/Miskin, Kuala Langat and Rumah Amal Anak Yatim Darul Ehsan Malaysia, Banting to a motivational
camp held at Hulu Tamu, Batang Kali, Selangor. The children were exposed to motivational programmes, talks and participated in
activities with our volunteers, including riding 4-wheelers and taking part in telematches.
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TOYOTA CLASSICS CONTINUES TO
RAISE CHARITABLE FUNDS FOR YEAR
2016
UMW Toyota Motor raised funds for
charities through its annual Toyota Classics
programme in 2016. The programme
organises performances by world-class
orchestras at the Dewan Filharmonik
Petronas in KLCC. The 2016 edition of
the Toyota Classics featured pianist and
narrator Pamela Tan Nicholson, conductor
Vasko Vassilev and the celebrated Baltic
Neopolis Orchestra.

UMW COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS: HELPING BUILD BRIGHTER FUTURES
Our commitment to our communities extends to our employees in whom we encourage
a vibrant culture of volunteerism. The UMW Community Champions programme was
introduced in 2009 to formalise our employees’ participation in community service
programmes on a voluntary basis. Under the programme, the employees’ costs of
participation in charity programmes are borne by UMW and employees are allowed to take
time off from work for volunteerism.
In 2016, UMW Community Champions clocked a total of 10,357 volunteer hours in
programmes approved by the Company, bringing the total number of hours to 39,697 since
2009. Some of the community initiatives participated by UMW Community Champions in
2016 included:
1.

Chinese New Year Celebration at Rumah Sejahtera, Jenjarom, Klang on
13 February, 2016

2.

Educational Outing with Underprivileged Children to KidZania Kuala Lumpur on
21 May, 2016

3.

Adoption of Air Terjun Serendah on 28 April, 2016

4.

Ramadhan Shopping & Buka Puasa with Orphans at AEON Shah Alam on 25 June,
2016

5.

Raya Celebrations with Old Folks at Rumah Jagaan dan Rawatan Orang Tua
Al - Ikhlas, Puchong on 30 July, 2016

6.

Shah Alam Trees For Life 2016 Programme on 20 August, 2016

7.

Raising Cancer Awareness among the Disabled Community on 24 September,
2016

8.

Deepavali Celebrations, Persatuan Rumah Kebajikan Sri Baba, Klang on
22 October, 2016

9.

2016 Mangrove Tree Planting Programme at Sungai Pelek, Sepang on
26 November, 2016

10.

Christmas Celebration at Rumah Bukit Harapan, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah on
17 December, 2016

11.

Community Champions’ Programmes with the Homeless – A Collaboration with
KASEH4U on 21 June, 30 August, and 17 September, 2016

As UMW Toyota Motor’s longest-running
CSR programme, the Toyota Classics
initiative has been going on for over 25
years, and has brought in world-renowned
orchestras including:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The New York Symphonic Ensemble;
Japan’s Sapporo Symphony Orchestra,
Century Osaka Orchestra and Nagoya
Philharmonic Orchestra;
the National Chamber Orchestra of
Toulouse, France;
the Royal Swedish Chamber Orchestra,
Sweden;
the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra from
the US;
the Vienna Volksoper Symphony
Orchestra, Austria;
the London Festival Orchestra;
the Cadaques Orchestra, Spain;
the North-east German Philharmonic
Orchestra; and
the Budapest Operetta Theatre
Orchestra.

Proceeds from ticket sales and corporate
donations to the Toyota Classics concerts
have
benefited
orphanages,
drug
rehabilitation centres, the National Cancer
Society, old folk’s homes, welfare homes
and hospices. Since its beginning in 1990,
the programme has raised more than
RM8 million, helping UMW Toyota Motor
support 65 charities and NGOs.
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ENVIRONMENT: DOING OUR PART
As an organisation involved in a variety
of industrial-based businesses, UMW
has developed a heightened awareness
of the impact of our operations on the
natural environment. While we have in
place a comprehensive environmental
programme designed to mitigate the
environmental impact of our operations,
we recognise that the responsibility for
environmental protection extends beyond
our activities. Thus, we have implemented
a number of activities designed to
promote and increase awareness of the
importance of environmental stewardship
in our communities to ensure greater
participation by all stakeholder groups in
green initiatives.
TREES FOR LIFE
As part of the Shah Alam Trees for Life 2016
programme, we contributed RM10,000 to
Majlis Bandaraya Shah Alam towards the
purchase of 330 trees. Eighty-two of our
UMW Community Champions participated
in this programme in 2016. Meanwhile, 50
of our Community Champions participated
in a Mangrove Tree Planting programme
in Klang, Selangor, which was organised
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together with Lembaga Urus Air Selangor
and Jabatan Perhutanan Selangor. The
programme helped raise awareness about
the importance of conserving mangrove
forests and contributed directly to
environmental preservation efforts through
the planting of mangroves.
TOYOTA ECO YOUTH
Our Toyota Eco-Youth (“TEY”) flagship
environmental programme celebrated its
15th anniversary in 2016 and made “Solid
Waste Management” the key theme for the
year. The programme, which started as an eco
competition between schools, has now seen
the participation of 223 schools in Malaysia
with more than 1,700 students participating.
As part of the programme, each school
selects an environmental problem in
their surrounding community and uses
Toyota’s Problem Solving methodology
to address the issue systematically. We
believe that through this exercise, which
sees young students interacting with the
public, relevant government agencies
and their peers on environmental issues,
they will improve their understanding of
environmental matters and the need for
environmental conservation.
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EDUCATION: FOCUSING ON
ACADEMIA
UMW maintains that education remains
the best guarantee of the future success
of our communities. We conduct a wide
range of educational programmes targeting
students at various levels of schooling,
from the pre-school level all the way up
to the tertiary level. In addition to special
development programmes and revision
classes, UMW also provides scholarships
to top-performing students and graduate
training programmes designed to nurture
the next generation of talent.
In 2016, faced with limited resources due
to a challenging operating environment,
we focused our education efforts on
environmental issues as we believe that
this is an area where we can make the most
significant impact going forward. To that
end, we implemented two student-focused
environmental programmes designed to
encourage future generations to think
differently about their roles and to develop
innovative solutions to overcome present
challenges.

- NURTURING THE COMMUNITY & SOCIETY -

HELPING OUR STUDENTS PERFORM IN SCHOOL
UMW believes that education remains the best guarantee of a bright
future for our students. It is also a way in which we can empower
and enrich the communities around us and secure their long-term
sustainability. We work both independently and together with our
partners on a broad range of educational programmes, from helping
with basic essentials to tutoring and organising innovative programmes.
In 2016, we conducted an education and motivational programme
to help prepare Form 5 students for their upcoming SPM
examinations. The programme, called Bengkel Motivasi dan
Pecutan Akhir Matematik & Bahasa Inggeris SPM 2016, was
jointly organised with the Petaling Perdana District Education

Office with the involvement of national daily Utusan Malaysia.
A total of 114 students from 19 schools in Shah Alam attended the
two-day workshop, which helped students prepare for their English
and Mathematics subjects.
Our volunteers also participated in the UMW Back to School
Programme at Sekolah Kebangsaan Pos Lemoi, Pahang to help
prepare Orang Asli students for the upcoming school term. A total
of 27 UMW volunteers participated in the programme to spend
time with the students and distributed Back to School Packs. The
programme was jointly organised with 4W4C who arranged the
transport to and from Pos Lemoi.

MOV I N G FO RWA R D

Our aim moving forward for our sustainability efforts is to establish a comprehensive
set of short-, medium- and long-term targets that will guide the way forward. These
targets will also serve as benchmarks to measure the success of our initiatives, and
will identify weaknesses and challenges that need to be overcome. Our emphasis on
building excellence for sustainability has been identified as a crucial requirement for
the continued relevance of UMW and to ensure that it reaches its goals of becoming
a leading industrial conglomerate in the future.
Once these targets have been developed, they will be disclosed in the future edition
of our Sustainability Report.
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- APPENDIX -

MATERIAL ISSUES RELEVANT TO UMW AND THEIR CORRESPONDING GRI ASPECTS

Strategy

GRI Aspect

High/High

Product Quality & Safety

High/High

Customers are important stakeholders of UMW and
the Company has a responsibility towards their safety,
especially as the products of the Company could have
severe consequences in the event of any malfunctions.

Occupational Health & Safety

High/High

Mismanagement of occupational health & safety can
have an adverse impact on the Company, e.g. loss of
productivity and imprisonment.

Economic Performance

High/High

Indirect Economic Performance

Medium/High

Market Presence

Medium/Medium

Information on UMW’s market presence is important
to highlight the Company’s positive impact on the local
community that it operates in.

Low/High

UMW plays an important role in developing several
industries in Malaysia (e.g. aerospace, automotive).
Information on its procurement policy can highlight the
Company’s responsible procurement practices and the
positive societal impact generated by the Company.

Procurement Practices

Employment
High/High
Training & Education
HAVING A
DYNAMIC
WORKFORCE
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Rationale
Customers are critical for the Company to ensure
business growth. Any customer dissatisfaction
could lead to an adverse impact on UMW’s financial
performance and reputation.

Product & Services Labelling –
Customer Satisfaction

INCULCATING
INNOVATIVE
& HIGH
PERFORMANCE
CULTURE

Placement (Concern
to Stakeholders/
Significance to
Company)

Diversity & Equal Opportunity

High/Medium

Labour/Management Relations
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As UMW invests in entering new industries and
expanding its current core businesses (by building
manufacturing plants in less developed areas), these
Aspects are considered important to the majority of
stakeholders and to the Company.

Employees are part of UMW’s prioritised stakeholders
due to their high dependence and influence on the
Company, and their integral role in developing UMW’s
workforce. Based on a review of peer companies,
“best-in-class” companies have covered the identified
Aspects when reporting on efforts and initiatives
pertaining to employees.
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MATERIAL ISSUES RELEVANT TO UMW AND THEIR CORRESPONDING GRI ASPECTS

Strategy

GRI Aspect

Placement (Concern
to Stakeholders/
Significance to
Company)

High/Medium

Due to the nature of UMW’s businesses, materials
usage is necessary for operations and managing this
efficiently can have positive impacts (e.g. cost reduction,
lower waste generation). However, as the Company
is an assembler, this might be beyond the Company’s
control due to requirements set by principal partners.

High/Medium

Due to the nature of UMW’s businesses, energy
consumption and its resulting GHG emissions can be
significant in its operations. Industry benchmarks have
highlighted energy management and operational ecoefficiency as key issues.

High/Medium

Scheduled and solid wastes are inevitable by-products
of UMW’s operations. However, steps have been taken
to minimise the production of waste (e.g. reduction
of used/spent oil). Industry benchmarks have also
highlighted effluents and waste as key focus areas.

Water

High/Medium

Contamination of or waste run-offs into water supply
can severely impact the environment, stakeholders and
Company reputation. Additionally, issues pertaining to
water have impacted similar companies in the region.

Supplier Environmental
Assessment

Medium/Medium

UMW is able to influence environmental performance
across its supply chain by setting requirements for its
suppliers.

Transport

Medium/Medium

Due to the nature of UMW’s businesses, transporting
products for operations and managing this efficiently
can have positive impacts.

Medium/High

It is important for the Company to ensure that there
are robust anti-corruption measures in place across
its supply chain. Any infringement could have a severe
impact on the Company’s licence to operate and
reputation.

Medium/Medium

Local communities are important stakeholders and
the Company has the responsibility for mitigating any
negative impacts towards them and, where possible,
providing assistance to them.

Materials

ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP

Energy

GHG Emissions

Effluents & Waste

Anti-corruption

NURTURING
THE
COMMUNITY &
SOCIETY

Rationale

Local Communities
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- GRI INDEX -

This report has been prepared accordingly to the “In Accordance” – Core option as provided by the GRI guidelines. This index shows each
disclosure and relevant references within the report.
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURE S
General Standard
Disclosures

Disclosure Description

Page Number

S T R A T E G Y A N D A N A LY S I S
G4-1

Statement from the most senior decisionmaker of the organisation about the relevance
of sustainability to the organisation and
the organisation’s strategy for addressing
sustainability.

Page 2, Page 5

G4-2

Description of key impacts, risks, and
opportunities.

Page 2, Page 5, Page 8-9

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE
G4-3

The name of the organisation.

Page 1

G4-4

The primary brands, products, and services.

Page 6

G4-5

The location of the organisation’s headquarters.

Page 1, Page 32

G4-6

The number of countries where the organisation
operates, and names of countries where either the
organisation has significant operations or that are
specifically relevant to the sustainability topics
covered in the report.

Page 6-7

G4-7

The nature of ownership and legal form.

Page 6

G4-8

The markets served (including geographic
breakdown, sectors served, and types of customers
and beneficiaries).

Page 6-7

G4-9

Report the scale of the organisation

Page 6-7, Page 13, Page 39

G4-10

Workforce statistics

Page 39

G4-11

The percentage of total employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements.

Page 45

G4-12

Describe the organisation’s supply chain.

Page 6

G4-13

Significant changes during the reporting period

None

G4-14

The precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organisation.

Page 9

G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental
and social charters, principles, or other initiatives
to which the organisation subscribes or which it
endorses.

Page 32

G4-16

Memberships of associations (such as industry
associations) and national or international
advocacy organisations

Page 15, Page 23
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURE S
Standard
Disclosure

Disclosure Description

Page Number

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPEC T S AND BOUNDARIE S
G4-17

Entities included in the organisation’s consolidated
financial statements or equivalent documents.

Page 1

G4-18

The process for defining the report content and
the Aspect Boundaries.

Page 12

G4-19

The material Aspects identified in the process for
defining report content.

Page 1, Page 12

G4-20

The Aspect Boundary within the organisation

Page 1 – Report Boundary

G4-21

The Aspect Boundary outside the organisation

Page 1 – Report Boundary

G4-22

Restatements of information provided in previous
reports

None

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting
periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries.

None

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
G4-24

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the
organisation.

Page 11

G4-25

The basis for identification and selection of
stakeholders with whom to engage.

Page 10-11

G4-26

The organisation’s approach to stakeholder
engagement.

Page 10-11

G4-27

Report key topics and concerns that have been
raised through stakeholder engagement

Page 12, Appendix

REPORT PROFILE
G4-28

Reporting period

Page 1

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report

None

G4-30

Reporting cycle

Page 1

G4-31

The contact point for questions regarding the
report or its contents.

Page 1

G4-32

The “in accordance” option the organisation has
chosen.

Page 1

G4-33

The organization’s policy and current practice with
regard to seeking external assurance

No external assurance conducted for the year under
review. We recognise the role of external assurance
in enhancing the credibility of our reports. We aim
to have external assurance for our future reports
moving forward.

The governance structure of the organisation

Page 9, Annual Report 2016 – Statement on
Corporate Governance

GOVERNANCE
G4-34

ETHICS AND INTERGRITY
G4-56

The organisation’s values, principles, standards
and norms of behavior

Page 39
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURE S

DMA and
Indicators

Disclosure Description

Page Number

Identified
Omission(s)

Reason(s) and
Explanation(s)
for
Omission(s)

C AT E G O RY: E C O N O M I C
MATERIAL ASPEC T: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 13, Appendix

G4-EC1

Direct economic value generated and
distributed

Page 13

G4-EC3

Coverage of the organisation’s defined
benefit plan obligations

Page 40

MATERIAL ASPEC T: MARKET PRE SENCE
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EC6

Proportion of senior management hired
from local community at significant
location of operation

Page 23, Appendix
Percentage
of senior
management
hired
from local
community

M AT E R I A L A S P E C T: I N D I R E C T E C O N O M I C I M PAC T S
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 23-25, Appendix

G4-EC7

Development and impact of
infrastructure investments and services
supported

Page 24-25

M A T E R I A L A S P E C T : P R O C U R E M E N T P R A C T I C E S 					
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 32, Page 37, Appendix

G4-EC9

Proportion of spending on local suppliers at
significant locations of operation

Page 32

C AT E G O RY: E N V I R O N M E N TA L
MATERIAL ASPEC T: MATERIALS
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 32, Page 37, Appendix

G4-EN1

Materials used by weight or volume

Page 32

MATERIAL ASPEC T: ENERGY
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 27-28, Page 35,
Appendix

G4-EN3

Energy consumption within the
organisation

Page 28, Page 35

M AT E R I A L A S P EC T: WAT E R
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 31, Page 36, Appendix

G4-EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

Page 31, Page 36

G4-EN10

Percentage and total volume of water
recycled and reused

Page 36
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Data
unavailable
for the year in
review
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURE S

DMA and
Indicators

Disclosure Description

Page Number

Identified
Omission(s)

Reason(s) and
Explanation(s)
for
Omission(s)

Environmental
impacts of
transporting
products

Data
unavailable
for the year in
review

Percentage
of suppliers
screened using
environmental
criteria

Data
unavailable
for the year in
review

C AT E G O RY: E N V I R O N M E N TA L ( c o n t i n u e d )
MATERIAL ASPEC T: EMISSIONS
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 29, Page 35, Appendix

G4-EN15

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
(Scope 1)

Page 29

M AT E R I A L A S P EC T: E F F LU E N T S A N D WA ST E
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 29, Page 35, Appendix

G4-EN22

Total water discharge by quality and
destination

Page 35

G4-EN23

Total weight of waste by type and
disposal method

Page 31

MATERIAL ASPEC T: TRANSPORT
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN30

Significant environmental impacts of
transporting products, other goods,
materials and members of the workforce

Page 29, Page 34, Appendix

MATERIAL ASPEC T: SUPPLIER ENVIRONMENTAL ASSE SSMENT
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN32

Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened using environmental criteria

Page 32-33, Page 37,
Appendix

C AT E G O RY: S O C I A L
S U B - C AT E G O RY: L A B O R P R AC T I C E S A N D D E C E N T W O R K
MATERIAL ASPEC T: EMPLOYMENT
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 39, Appendix

G4-LA1

Total number and rates of new employee
hires and employee turnover by age
group, gender and region

Page 40

G4-LA3

Return to work and retention rates after
parental leave, by gender

Page 40

MATERIAL ASPEC T: LABOUR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 45, Appendix

G4-LA4

Minimum notice periods regarding
operational changes, including specified
in collective agreements

Page 45
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURE S

DMA and
Indicators

Disclosure Description

Page Number

C AT E G O RY: S O C I A L ( c o n t i n u e d )
M AT E R I A L A S P E C T: O C C U PAT I O N A L H E A LT H A N D S A F E T Y
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 20, Appendix

G4-LA5

Percentage of total workforce
represented in formal joint managementworker health and safety committees that
help monitor and advise on occupational
health and saftey programs

Page 20

G4-LA6

Type of injury and rates of injury,
occupational diseases, lost days, and
absenteeism, and total number of workrelated fatalities, by region and by gender

Page 21

G4-LA7

Workers with high incidence or high risk
of diseases related to their occupation

Page 21-23

MATERIAL ASPEC T: TRAINING AND EDUC ATION
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 41, Appendix

G4-LA9

Average hours of training per year per
employee by gender, and by employee
category

Page 42

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management and
lifelong learning that support the
continued employability of employees
and assist them in managing career
endings

Page 41-42

G4-LA11

Percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career
development reviews, by gender and by
employee category

Page 41

MATERIAL ASPEC T: DIVERSIT Y AND EQUAL OPPORTUNIT Y
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 43, Appendix

G4-LA12

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other
indicators of diversity

Page 43-45

S U B - C AT E G O RY: S O C I E T Y
MATERIAL ASPEC T: LOC AL COMMUNITIE S
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 47, Appendix

G4-SO1

Percentage of operations with
implemented local community
engagement, impact assessments, and
development programs

Page 47-51
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Identified
Omission(s)

Reason(s) and
Explanation(s)
for
Omission(s)
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURE S

DMA and
Indicators

Disclosure Description

Page Number

Identified
Omission(s)

Reason(s) and
Explanation(s)
for
Omission(s)

C AT E G O RY: S O C I A L ( c o n t i n u e d )
MATERIAL ASPEC T: ANTI-CORRUPTION
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-SO4

Communication and training on anticorruption policies and procedures

Page 45, Appendix
Percentage
of employees
that have
received anticorruption
training

Data
unavailable
for the year in
review

S U B - C AT E G O RY: P R O D U C T R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
M AT E R I A L A S P E C T: C U S T O M E R H E A LT H A N D S A F E T Y
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 16-17, Page 19,
Appendix

G4-PR1

Percentage of significant product and
service categories for which health
and safety impacts are assessed for
improvement

Page 16-17, Page 19

MATERIAL ASPEC T: PRODUC T AND SERVICE LABELING
G4-DMA

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

Page 15-17, Appendix

G4-PR5

Results of surveys measuring customer
satisfaction

Page 17
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